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City Accepts Construction Bid Murray High Stage Set For Annual Garden
kor Natural Gas System Here Blacks Win
Department Flower Show
Over Golds

The City of Murray has accepted
the next to the low:st bid for
the construction of a natunil gas
sstion for the ce.y.'
The bid was accepted on Monday afternoon when eleven bidders
attended a meeting of the city
aiuncil and otter interested per.
to (linen bids for the construe• if the system
Moyor Georgn Hart presided over
the meeting which began in the
i•ity hall and later to the Circuit
Court Room at the court house.
The bid accepted was the. of the
0 A. Holdren Construction Cortieany of Mt Vernon. Illinois.
Bids ranged from a low of $517,000 to 055,000 The bid of the
0 A. Holdren Construction . Cornpiny was $634.000.
Watie low bid had a clause in it
whwar it was considered, would
have hampered sale of '.he bonds.
therefore the next to the lowest
bid was accepted.
Engineert had estimated that .he
system would cost a sum of Mtge
WO plus some extras. By taking
bids on the system. the ci.v saved
a minimum of $154000
The bid was accepted on cor
ration of sale of the bots, dee
the city is, still in portion to caa
eel .he entire progralb if it sees
fit.
nothing binding has tre•en
col:summated. .
When the bonds are sold to
'mance the project, then the bid
will be formally accspted, the-,
is, then the city will to bound
by contract for the job
Advertising of bonds is n o w
t.eing place and Me bond bids
Wil be. opened on April 24.
The clay will enter 'into an
areement.
already
tentatively
acre. with the Texas Gas Transmission Company. to furnish the
city welt natural gas Murray will
be conne ,ed with the large line
which runs about fifteen miles
west of the c.ty
It was found that the city could
-
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Acid Is Thrown
In Labor
Columnist's Face

House Votes 79-0 To Pass
Chandler Record Budget Bill

sell gas much cheaper SY using
NEW YORK. April 4 IP --Victor
B:. MRS. GEORGE HART
by men. It Comes under the
By THOMAS E. GISH
e to the principal prnsasapensoof ihe
the Texas Gas Trensmission gas,
A flower show comparable to teaditie "Musbanes Only." Theme Riesel, anti-racketeering labor
United Press Staff Correspondent !bill. The key provisions mcluaing
rather than a competitive g a s
any in a larger city as scheduled are two divisions in this group umnist, was splashed in the face
s the appropriations of 182 million
by acid thrown by an unidentified
which has a line which Lies withhere Friday end Saturday .in the __-Sportsman's
FRANKFORT.. April 5 ,til -- I dellads for education and the
Dream"-arrange- man
in the county at the present time.
early today. Doctors said
recreation
room of the. Christian ment suitable for
Members of the Seaate asserted 'Minimum Foundation
man's desk: he is in
The Black loam defeated the
Program have
The 0. A. Holdren Construction
danger of losing his eye lc,day
they will stick to their seemingly unanimous support , in
Gold team 13 to 12. in the intra nhurah. It is being conducted by and an arrangement a husband
Company will run the main line
the Garden Department of the Would enjoy in the living room.
decision
to
postpone
ad eame
action
1
on
ed
sd
both the House and the Senate.
.
The attack
from the ci'.y to the Texas Gas
was made about
Gov. A B. Chandler's 570 million
Murray High School. The game Murray Woman's Club from the To this last item is the qualifica- 3 a.m.
Breathitt. while arguing for dewhen Riesel and a gni
line, and will also construct th
•
&liar budget bill despite unanimous lay, said he WaS "very. much
--a2 completed the spring practice ses-. hours of 2 to 9 p.m. Friday tion "
assistant left Lindy's restaurant
natural gas system within the
and from 1 to 4 Saturday.
Non-Club Members
approval given the measure be in favor of the rpajority of the
awn of the Tiger squad.
at 51st Street and Broadway and
cif.), limits.
laere are the titles of entries
the /Louse Wednesday.
Most Of the game was played! There is no admission cost. Each
provisions of the' budget." But
prepared to enter her Auto.
The construction of the gas sys'person - man or woman - who oftrred to nen-club members; "Ec, The bill. approved 19 to 0 by he said "we have a very serious
the
ia
rain,
.
which
The
accounted
for,
two
had
gone
tern is not similiir to water aria •
• to the
loves to see beautiful /flowers hoee from the Home" using a
the
House.
is eligible for a final duty to consider also - the means
restaurant after a midnight radio
sewer line ...instruction. D e e o t a number cf fumbles and blockedi gnewn
right here in Murray and container that is useful in the
Senate vote Friday and aceording which we are goino to have to
ks. responsible for most of the
broadcast in whieh Riesel intertrenches are riot necessary since
pretty
"Sweet
home;
Accentarrangeto Chandler will win Senate ap- adopt t3 pay for thia outstanding
arraneements in an artistia
viewed two members of a Long
the gas will not freeze. Lines are I scoring.
, setting is invited The public h trent in a sugar bowl or candy
proval on that.day.
program for Kentucky."
Island building trades union fighting
Dick Stout and Carl Stout made
laid ju4. below the surface of the
invited to participate in the show jar; "Echoes from the Farm"But spekesmen for a growing
He added that the House had a
the axe' domination of William
ground, and all streets are crossed some nice runs for the Gold squad. by entering
se_
i
,a
of senators now estimated "solemn duty and obligation" to
gr
t orp
the various 'divisions lirmngemeni in a rustic 'container C. De
Koning
Jr..
son
of
a
Long
by pushing the line below the with Jerry Buchanan and Brewer --one of them
said flatly today they will consider the tax program along*
or all - with rid flowers, fruits or vegetables.
Island labor czar and convicted
surface. rather than digginft up making some nice gains for the a few exceptions:.
take' no action on The bill until with the budget.
extor tioner.
Blacks.
the street.
I Mrs 011ie Brown is the
Chandlei reveals his tax plans...
general
In t wo previous appearances
Rep. Harry King Lowman >0In running lines from the etree.' The lean lines were evenly chairman.
this the governor has refused to
Sixty five women, all
on
the
Boyd'. majority floor leader in
program
and
in
columns
to the homes, only a, small tr.nch matched and Coach Ty Holland members of the
Garden Depart
which appeared this week in 193 clo?
195E and 1954. agreed -this budget.
is neceasary across
the
yard. said that lhe coaches would have ment, have parts they are responThe fteuse and Senatee reconvene as , budgets go. is a good budget"
newspapers across the country,
which is filled immediately with difficulty
choosing
in
between sible for in the show
Riesel had attacked labor racketeer- for reutine sessions at I p.m. but also urged a delay in the
the original sod.
them.
Heading chairmanships are: Mrs.
today.
voting.
WHEELING. W. Va. IP -Tommy aria on a broad front.
It is expected .tupt the gat gale
The spring practice session was A. 0. Woods, -schedule, Mrs. Jehn
Chandler moved Wednesday to
Deny Nevins. Riesens assistant
Lowman said '-a1
Williams. 14.year-old twin who
/
4 man said he
'tern will be in operation by next very satisfacory. Coast Willand :G. Ryan.
Staging: Mrs. Walter
said the man came out Of a dark head off his growing Senate trou- knew where he waS going
winter.
to get
mid, uith prospects looking better Mlles. hortieuhure; Mrs. Hugh bludgeoned a Cub S.out to death.
blys
by
telling
the
Legislature that the revenue
alley alongside the Mark Mellinger
and he refused to tell
for next fall's team, than in the Houston. arrangements: Mrs. Pt B. ()day was found guilty of fir
i
it
doesn'te
is tax program
Theatre as if he were seeking
thee duty elected officers of the
'past several years.
Bailey. Jr.. properties; Mrs. E. S. regree murder bin the jury recom• handout. She said she saw it will be free in go ahead' and commonwealth. That's the erux of
Ferguson. presideet of the depart- mended mercy.
Thirty' nine men reported
enact
one of its own choosing.
1 practice.a.
this argument
The all-male West Virpaia jury him throw something into Riesens
f°
ariment.
.
entries arrangement: Mrs.
('handler's
'
with the quality
Chandler's statement, however.
face
kneeled
defensearguments
that
Loa man's statement referred to
Dewey
Ragsdale.
entries horticulup, he said.
did not handle the Senate situation.
first
I
thought
it
was
water.'
ture; Mrs. Gordan Mcody. cattail- The youth who admitted slaying 9The 'senators still aie insistaig the refusal of Finance Commissionseniors.
Donnie
Two
she
Meacrd
and
said.
"Then
Vic
put
his
hands
'
The Freshman C:014:
,
it New
fication arrangement: Mrs. Charier yegao1de.David Powell last Feb. 9.
they, want to know %hat will 'er James Martin to reveal ChanConcord High School will preeent Dark Stout played wine the Gold
vats insane. The- state did not ask to his face and said. 'my gush. be contained
Fern, horticulture: Mrs. L
in the governor's dler's tax plan at a Haase - Senate
A.
squad
balance
to
team.
the
a 3 act cnmedy drama entitled
rules committee meeting Monday,
Moore,' judges. Mrs. Wrde Craw- le death enalty but meted life
proposed
legislation
tax
Doctors said Rieicel's vision was
"Mamie's Lir Wild Rose- Friday
Buchanan and King proved to ford. hospitality. Mrs. J. B.
to-rprisonment for the young killer.
although Martin admitted he knew
The
House
came
close
Wednesdry
Wilson,
impaired and his face badly burnee
night at 7:30 in the high schwa be good passers with Cross, Buckabet the plenso 'were.
arrangements clerk; Mrs. M 0 ...no sat through his three•day trial by the acid.
auditorium.
They said he w':to endorsing the Senate stand.
anan and Tabors shcWing
up well Wrather.
eonChalantly poping bubble gum.
Lawman went on to say that
horticulture
clerk:
Mrs.
able to distinguish light and moving A motian to poPpone Heusi? actien
The public is urged to attend.
in the kicking department
Letsvei Yates. awards of arrange- a The jury returreed its verdict at objects but that full
48
48 tie %tee. the House cduld have "cat several
damage would ended
a
n
:31111 am.. nearly 18 hours after
s_
Qnly a sole vote was needed million dollars fjo m the budget
seats;
C.,,,Earto-.7.r. awards
no be known tmmediately.
Bring, .to deliberate Hai Cam.
bortieukawc. Mts. Hratibuen Hale,
MB441.-r°eHsed without. hageragepaglagader mgemit
old
Tommy and hie twin brother.
posters - placards; Mri. Wesley
Re7Eci
.ik
aill
ardlhe
.athitt
T.
4*
Jr. could have helped."
adrer st..-MetUrerAsarfilgtai-t!tse47bY P"
and
Thetwoi.ltechillr
Waldrop, putted plants, Mrs. B. J. Jeserh. both were indicted f o r at his
op-christtani passed the Mouae
One of the items be singled out
beds!*.
Hoffman. African Violets: Mrs. A. murder but Tommy exonerated the
the vote on the bill' wculd have Was the proposed medical school
boy
other
in
confession.
his
F Doran. shrubs: Mrs. G. B. Scott.
been postponed until Tuesday
at the University of Kentucky:'
The defeat:faint guilt was not an
daffodils; Mrs Clifford Melugin.
One thing demonstrated by the
Rep. Henry Heyburn IR-Jeffernative.plants-arrangement; Mrs. V. issue in the trial. Defense attorney
79 to 0 House vote on the budget son) charged that Chandler's anE. Windsor> open clars; Miss Cappie William C Callehan esked only
ition flounced intention of getting the
almoat n••
Murray High School students
Retro Twirling , Solos' Sharon Bee.
that he be sent t0 a nrieraal Matti- ‘-''tiserve
register; Mrs Lennie
budget cleared in a five day pepod
participating in the Regional Mulve McIntosh If. Betty Jo Crawford.
eoneervation indicting. eauristino.ot Mimi rather itagv;prAan..
was "an insult to this body
He
Festival last w,-trend at Murray I. Sara Faumt, I. Wylene Junes. I
Tommy, alai st he bludgeoned
exhibits;
Mrs. C. C. Farmer.
vent on to attack the governor
State College. received a large
Twirling Ensembles. Betty Jo birds. Mrs. T. Hoganeamp. food the cub'seout underea porch of the
for his rift-hal to supply estimates
number of top ratings.
Crawford. Wyt.ne Jones, and Sara for judges. Mrs. Maurice Crass William's home .0
g e t $15 he
and tax appropriations along with
The festival was held in Thurs- Fauna. 1.
•
The Hazel Methodist Church will
thought the younger boy was car'junior exhibits.
'the budget as state law provides.
day. Friday and Saturday Murray
observe its first Loyalty Sunday at
showed
emotien
rying,
no
when
Brass Quartet:
"How far can the governor go
Junior High>
"Coins in A Fountain"
ILO received a total of 19 Divi11:00 o'clock on Sunday morrane
Monday'a compete record follows:
Buddy Spann, Joe Overby. Charles
in violation of his sworn dub'?"
Portreying the theme. "norm in the verd;ct was a
sion I ratings, 13 Division II ratApril
8.
He was still chewing gum. When
Patients admitterrimm Friday 3:30
Heyburn asked
-We're all for
Richardson. and Sammy Parker, a Fountain" there will be a real
The pastor. Bro. John Deal said
ings and 3 Division Ill ratings
aim. to Monday 430 pm
school children.- Heyburn mud.If
fountain into which visitors nay he sat clown. he jagged his chair that it as
The record commled is consider.
expected
to
make
this an
Mr. Hayden Morris. ft. I. Almo;
-but I'm not going to vote for a
Flute Solo: Donna Grogan. ft
toss coins which will be used and calmly bent over to replace a annual
•:d highly corrimerrdable. T h e
observance beginning with
Mr Gillard Ross. 221 ..§o 15th St.,
budget that is knewingly. willfully
Oboe Salo: Elsie Lave. II
for the church contribution. is e-asior which slipped from one of this
Murray High School band received
ye3r.
All
members
are urged to
Murray: Master Jimmie Brantley.
The Almo F.H.A. entertained and illegally presented to us."
Alto Sax Solo k, B. Crags. I.
an expression of appreciation for the chair legs.
he present on Sunday in
a D.v,sion II rating, which was
observan-; with its first Mother- - Daughter
"I feel ckay." the boy said as
No and St. Murray: Mrs Clifford
He said he would vote for the
the use of the building.
Bess Solo: Oorehin Enix. 11.
re of 'his first Loyalty Sunday
the highest rating in their clam
he was led back to Ohio County
Barnett and baby girl. Rt 5. MorBanquet last week.
bill - only after the governor had
Vocal
Thera
Large
is
e
Ememble,
En.
Girls
pla-e
for
every
flower
In speaking of this day Bro. Deal I
Division I. fl and III are romtables
"fulailled his legal. duties" by
ale. Mr James Russell. Box 164.
candlesbeautiful y
senble. II. Freshman Sextet: II, and potted plant in season. Non jail by Deputy Sheriff P. O. Miller. said. 'Layette
per:1bn, ao Superior. Excellent. and
Sunday is the day set coTctTed
nlasel. Master Edwrad Lawrence
w
flo
erw
eerb
scaauntdfu l
club members, out-of-ten folks. "I'm not scared.rie- supplying informant)* on. the tag
Mixed Ensemble, 1.
aside annually on which the memGood respe.tively
in the F H A. Colors red and program
His attorney moved immediately
Cavite 3131 Turner- St., Lansing.
•
•
Clarinet Trio: 4Junior
berg of the Hazel Methodist Church
Hight'children and everyone, interested
Joe Tarry received Superior in
, white. Mrs. Cecil Taylor returned
Mach, Mr. W A. Usrey, R.. 2.
On the roll call Heyburn passed
are invited to enter this show. to set aside the verdict and order will reaffirm
meet solos. Tyrnpani !silo a n d Martha Lamb. Sandra Spiv:land.
the
pledge
of
loyalty
'
thanks.
and did not vote He *as joined
)
air Olttlan4....192_
, People wha have never entered a new trial Judge David A. Mc- to Christ and
His church. which:
Joe 6has mceiyed this and Joyce Hargis. II.
Wanda Taylor, president, served in silent protest by 10 Democrats
. No 7th St., Murray; Mrs Howard,illailh-n-solb:
a show, have a special classifica- Kee set April 11 for a hearing on they made upon joining
rating in vocal and Tympani solo
the
church.
Clarinet
Quartets:
Mixed
Quarl as toastmistreas and introduced the from Jefferson County and by
Scott, 1206 Main St. Murray; Mrs.
tion. Profession florists will have the motion.
During the aervice in the quiet
since hie sophomore year and on tet. Sandra Hamrick. Haney Robprogram following the-dinner. Lash 'seven other Republicans and DemoA life term is mandatory if the
Gerald Aiderclice and baby girl.
a special classification and will
r
tmosphere
of
worship.
drums' since the sixth Page.
erts, Martha. Lamb. and Janice
every ;member introduced her mother. and crats. In all 18 representatives
Stands.
Rt. 2. Lynnville; Mr. Frank Horton,
not compete for ribbons against
member
will
.be
given
,
the
opporFollowing is a complete hat of Correa-ay, II. Four B Flat Clarithe adviser. Mrs. Lucy Lilly, in- present in the chamber declined
The father of the handsome.
Rt 2. Murray. Mrs. Roy Lassiter.
non-professionals
tunity to renew the vosso of chureh
ratings won by the students
nets. Wylene Jones Janice Cares.
,enoduced the remaining guests, to vote either for or againsts the
406 90 nth 9... Murray, Mrs. WilIfyou have a pretty flowee. crew-cut youth was standing in a membership. an
in weir
Piano Solos
Carrneraa Talent. way. Sandra Hamrak, and Nancy
withwhich included Mrs. Burdean Wra- bill.
liam Ivan Johnson, Rt. 5. Murray;
shrub blossom or practically any. courtroom doorway when the ver- those vows to prayerfully pledge
to I then 1st grade
teacher, Mrs. Myrtle
ea Joseph Graves and baby girl. U leiehle Bell Overby. I. Deanna Roberts. H.
thing growing, bring it to the dict was announced. He rushed to the financing of Christ's
work
Story. I
Flute Trio: (Junior High) Mary church
English Teacher, Mrs. PaulMurray; Mrs.
Main
St..
1106
before 10 a.m. Friday. the side of his wife in an adjoin- through the church for the ensuing !Jones.
i
Duets:
Piano
Diane
Elkins
and
i ine Johnston. 6th grade teacher.
Churchill. Annetta Churchill. and April 6. There will be. someore ing eourtroorn where she collapsed.
Charles Cope. Box 43. Hardin:
year.
..-• a .
Elsie Love. I. Delura Young and Donna Ruth Grogan. III.
Mrs. ;Merles Tolley. Music Tearhee.
Mr Herman B. Jones, Rt 2. Murthere to tell you where it belongs. •
"In every church w:re this prac(Mary Lee Outland. I. Mary Overby
Mrs. Milton Walston. Mrs. W it
Flute Quartet: Jane
Vaughn. i Any member of the committee
ray
ONION LOVER
'ii
is observed it h
been
and Ann Wrather. I.
found.iMiller _Maw Dayilla Cleaver. see
Betty Ellis? Hissrletta Warren, rind t may furnish you facts about' ruler:
COLUMBUS. Ohio IP - Burglar! to give each member, and thus the
Piano Duos: 'Ann Douglas and Mary Jane Austin, III.
..he following officers from thr•
land such.
stole $250 worth of food from the church, a ren-e
NOTICE
eitality
in
spirit
Gail Douglas. I.
•
.ast years F.H.A.. Daphene HernGirls Churous. II.
Men May Enter
Red Onion restaurant Wdnesday, and 'Christian orvice We confiVocal Solos Brenda Brandon,
don, Martha Sheppard, Betty Cope
------Jr Girls (above's. I
; You'll be surprised at the entries 'niche-anti 50 pounds el omens
Murray
Worm" Club
The
dently
same
the
expect
experience."
IT. Louise Jones. I. Joe Tarry. I.
rnd Fannie Mile Scott.
The Annual 4-H Club Spring
monthly Fun Night will be ThursTympani Solo: Joe Tarry, I.
The following program was 'iv- Rally will be held at Murray
day. April 5 at 7:30 o'clock
Drum Solos: Joe Tarry. 1. Buddy
an: The Juntcr Hi Trio. cornfaileeH High School auditorium on Saturo is for all members and
Farris. I.
of Brenda Johnson, Peggy Cleaver day afternoon. 'April 7 at 100
iFieir husbands_ The committe has
Drum Duet: Buddy Farris and
and Norma Elkins sang -Kentucky p.m.-- planned some extra entertainment
Joe Tarry, I
Babe- accompanied by Mrs_ Tolley.
Spring Rally is set aside for
for this meeting. Come relaxed
As a sato. Peggy Cleaver sang boys and girls to display their
yin "in the fun.
"I Believe.projects. give demonstrations and
The guest speaker of the evenind deliver speeches The 4-H girls
POLIO !Ms
are shipped to year doctor or the raw materials of all Salk viruses multiply to a thousand Mrs Ruby Simpson. head
of the ' is ill give a style revue
Editor's Note- In these days of clinic, the manufacture of Salk vaccine - then are taken into times their original quantity.
Mone Er Dept. Murray State ColThe public, and especially the
miss production many people have vaccine is • bewilderingly compli- another germ -free room
where
Now the fluid is filtered three lege. showed colored slides of parents of 4-H'ers, are invited
FRANKFORT
Residents of wondered why it hasn't been cated process.
girls mince them with ordinary times to remove kidney cell frag- her trip to aTutkey last year and ato attend this event to lend moral
Calloway County received $20,006 poseible to turn out enought polio
The experts say it is the must barbers' shears. After this they ments, bacteria, and indeed every- gave an explanation
of her work !support to 4-B boys and girls
last month undo Kentucky's three vaccine to take care of everybody difficult biological product
man has are placed in piblitsky flasks - thing but the polio virus itself. there in developing a Home Ecome throughout the County,
public assistance program -- old r.ght away. To get the answer. ever tried to make.
And if yoa large squarish bottles - along And the first of a seemingly mics - Program.
age araistarao. aid to dependent the United Press sent is p•rane have any doubts. ccme along
on with • nourishing fluid known interminable series of tests is
A quinete. composed of Joyce
children and needy blind •was reporter nn a tour cif the big Eli it guided tour of the Lilly plant.
as medium 199 For six days, performed 7 so determine the Rizzle. Brenda Johnson, Norte,
ann-uneed today by Carnmiseinner Lilly plant.
In the crisp early morning air, a mechanised racks rock the flasks strength of the virus fluid and Elkins, Peggy- Cleaver
and Dayrne
of Plennomic Security Vego
E.
plane settles down on the airport to and fro in a large incubating to make sore it isn't contaminated Jackson. sang -I
Get So Lonely!'
Press
Barnes.
By United
By.......2111CHAEL O'NEILL
just outside of Indianapolis with rwm and the tiny kidney cells with
monkey
viruses, bacteria, . An explanation of F.H.A. was
Southward and south central
The following payments were
UnitetrOress Staff Correspondent
1.800 Rhesus menkeys gathered mysteriously multiply.
molds, or tuberculasis germs.
given by the following Sophomore
The Faxon Mothers Club met
Kentucky -.Partly cloudy a n d hated:
iNtrANAPOLI,S
- Why isn't. only four days earlier in India
These monkey cells are vital.
.Guard Against Infection
Pui poses. Myrna
Hargis: at the seined Wednesday. April
warmer today, high 75 Cloudy
Old age assistance. $113,078; aid there • enough Polio vaccine for Heated trucks speed them to steam They are the only material in
Then begins the crocial "inacti- Colors. Suple Wilson; Flowers. Jew 4th.
and mild with showers tonight to dependent children $1795, aid everyone' Very simple.' It is in- cleaned cages in Lilly's building 50 which pap° viruses' have been
vation- process in which the live Hargis:
Motto, June Sheppard.
New business discussed was plans
and Friday. low tonight 15
to. needy blind. $146.
make.
to
credibly difficult
One by one, they are taken into grown su&essfully in mats produc- polio viruseg are "killed- by heat Emblem, Lutricia Hale
fow the County Festival to be
A total outlay of $3,2.55.= for
firms
drug
American
a small glass-walled room and tion
Only six
and formaldehyde so that the
A style show was given by held at Faxon Monday. April 9th,
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures - the three cotergories of aid was attr mpted it. Only one - the big anesthetized. A white-robed techWhen the kidney yells have final product cannot infect a child 31 Freshman girls. It consisted There will be hamburgers. hoteioge.
Covington.
Bowling diatributed last month
Louisville.
Old age Eli Lilly 'Co. here - has got into nician removes the kidneys; another grown for six days, the flasks
The virus fluid. now assembled of the garments that were made pies. coffee
drinks, and candy
Green and Paducah 41, Lexing- grants totalled $1.950.462, depen- mass production.
removes the other vital organs to are "seeded- with live polio virus- in 100-gallon stainless steel tanks, in class.
sold the day of the festival.
Hopkinsville
and
London
36
dent children payments.' 41.190.886
ton 43.
From the collecting of monkeys check for possible disease.
types I. II. and III in different is pumped through a heater and
The program was concluded by I The last meeting this schorn
and needy blind diebursements, in far away India to the filling
44
Cella Grow mysteriously
flaeks. For four more days. the the formaldehyde injected simultO- the members riving the Cread. ! term of the Faxon Mothers Club
Evansville, Ind., 38.
i $114,342.
of the small glass vials that
The healthy kidneys - one of flasks are rocked gently and the
Three)
Page
(continued On
F.H.A. Song and latay•er.
will be held Wednesday may 2nd.
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Fourteen Year Old
Boy Is Convicted
On Murder Charge

Concord Freshmen
Will Present Play

t

*

-Murray High Students Win
High Honor In Festival

' I

Hazel Church Will
n•
Loyalty
Sunday On April 8-

Hoseital News

I

th,

oppos

-

Almo FHA Has
Annual. Dinner
For Mothers

1

!Annual 44-i
Rail A ril 7

Calloway Residents
Receive $20,000

The Reason For The Shortage Of Polio Vaccine Is That It
Is An Extremely Complicated Product To Manufacture

Live
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you 0
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MURRAY

SENATE WILL POSTPONE BILL ACTION

#DOWN
and

ood well
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edrooms,
Highway

1, if
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Concord
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Faxon Motfier's Club
Meets On Wednesday
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TOO BIG

Grand Champion Of Annual Show And Sale

for another one wade out in !,
SANTA FE! N. M. l
-- Mrs.' teguTir arnouht — $25.
Jcseph Scanlon mailed her monthly
Mrs. Scanlon said hei bank
a I lo
k
r"$20.060.025 bark
to the Air Force toddy and asked! her At didn't keep enough mon—,
on hand to cash a check that bo:
and her husband didn't have an-.
better luck at a cafe.

IMES Pt'SLISHING COMPANI, lac,
.ne liestion of the Murray ledger The Calloway ranee and The
abites-Herald.
tob.. 20 1928 and the West Kentuckian.. Januaar
: liata
ILPIDGER

AMW C
Se reser*

es Public
aterer o

4

tnItantaahec

WILLIAMS PUBLISHER

WALLACE WITMER CO..
ve New York: 307 N

Clucalto. 80 Bolystoo St, Swim
Entmed se toe Post Office Murray. Kentucky

ROME ilP -- The Italian Communist Party gave strong indications today it was b. tily divided
over the move to eascredit Jose:
'Stalin
and a new campaign to win
I
iitaly's heal eleetions with 'ballots
•
, instead of bombs.Deagates attending the sezond
session of the 3-clay congress had
i visual proof the Italian Cumtnuniste
'were having trouble swallowing
rae new laLscow line degrading,
, the

r.1113 CLICIP-AUCTION

1,lOii

4111/.

for • ansmutaion as

Secand Class Matter
altaSCRIPTION RATES By Cerra!: in Murray. per week 15.2. per
ensath 65c In Calloway ano
countiea PM seat 13 50. el-weber*, 1.5.50

adjo.ning

Ledger and Times File
April 1946

a

At the end of the ceremony, Miss ('harlene Orr.
idea) pledge of the freshmen, wx,s presented with a cot:sage o,f violets by Miss Patricia Reddic-k, the ideal pledge
of the upperclass pledges.
Filmed

in Kentucky in. Technicolor!

.•
Audrey Simmons is pictured above with Vale Barnett and the Grand Chaimpion Hog showed in the ('alloway County FFA-4-H Hog Show and Sale.
The hog was purchased by the Bank of Murray for $40.00 per hundred. The
hog weighed 209 pounds and brought $83.60 to 1)ale.
__ _ .. .....a....._a_,_
.

Fallacy Of
Briley Murphy
emon ra e(
By ROBERT ZIMMERMAN
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK IP --A pt,.v 19,
year - old isaphoimwe a Coalmine
—
uraversity can aamembera under
iypcoa-s when she was a Russain
baller., a. danc.ng the ballet
Sylph:les" in Ileseew
189a.

"Les

The

student. Paula
Abrains.
up with her tale while a
hypaotit was d.manstrat.ng Ca Mt
fa.'w age regression can praduce a
in aimosa
hypnotic subject

came

any

the best Selling
Th• whoje miunt..-Y .5

that

1

favorite

i

GRA 4 BLAST WRECKAGE,

OUCH

TCS
4 41kesi
110'
4lo:tail"'
sp ae,44DOUGHNUT TWISTS
Yield: 2 dozen doughnuts
2 cur* odfoti 411purpepsr a?,,,•
•pn, ..,It
St rrn
r.,•r..4no
C311•••••
Sabiag Pr4,41•-•

201

Is

&meow, fr..4d
(14MO MR,

14 tors•pool
mammal

‘1114.44
.
.
1 4h*•

kale
,no
natio,
1 lahlespnen
(*after elm./
'1 tap milk

C

•

TERRA

HAD r L.

Boiling

La

Observed ay
Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower in
Washington a.s she partakes of
a tiny birthday cake at a party
given by wives of the heads of
independent government agencies. Actually she was 59 last
Nov. 14, but the celebration
entposs utin
teesa.
med deuieti
tg
orva
theuenal
Presi
)
wasd
-- They don't understand what it a '
dance the, way I do"
Where was .he theate.1 • 'In
whet street in Moscow? Miss .Abrams hesitatai an:
frowned, "I can't remember. I
thing it begr.s teeth an 'L'. What
year was it? '11195." Whaa was he:
name" -Rae*

Mamma: On

Ranya
It's Iranyav.:gy High wail

Then M.ss GOrrien ask. d he,
subject to go farther back and se,
what site could remember AliaAbrams gave a hazy account o.
a.ding
.th .sorne Mongolian warriors along the bottom of a "very

BEEF
Lb.

12c

INDIANA

Grade ,A
FRYERS, WHOLE

lb. 39c

Kroger Cut — U.S. Gov't Graded Choice
ROUND STEAK

lb. 69c

Marhoffer
SLICED BACON

lb. 45c

Pan-Ready
PERCH FILLETS

lb. 39c

COFFEE
Avondale Halves or

ALL 812Ar DS
•

No 2

SLICED PEACHES
Chief Branel,

2 lbs. 41c

EMBASSY

JELLY

Apple

high
afiss
"
Ge
l;
l idon,
af.er bringing Mie
Ahrems back to New York, aria
1956. sael it was an intereaties
dumuneaation but doesn't prov.
_much of anything. Hypnotic suo
acct.; . huve been spinning sac,.
"ractalecaaasa for years. she sain
and in her opinion tbey are pale
imaginat.or
mim Ab..Hne
not
n
tren_
was
niucli
"I ran tei?tely a rntrrabcr
w.
were i....ticans
e 'said
When awake. she aaver think.
roach aboat ballet oi
or alt.
aireat Wall of 'China.
h
14,4
,
1

Blackberry

THIS COUPON
WORTH 50c
U. S. Inspected

LARD
25-lb. Can

$2.79

91c

KROGER
I APPLE SAUCE
303 cans
2 cans
29c

I

19 Oz Jar

29c

;
- ood Quality — Golden
CREAM CORN

303 Cans •
2 cans 23c

Good Quality — Tender
SWEET PEAS

303 Cans
2 cans 25c

Kroger — Frozen
ORANGE JUICE

6-oz Cans
6 cans 99c

Hudson — 80 Ct.
TABLE NAPKINS

MAMA,

•

Can

29c

MARGARINE

Lb.

•

2 pkgs. 29c

GOLDEN RIPE YELLOW

BANANAS 2 Lbs. 29c
HI-HO CRACKERS

dip

QET

lb. 37c

--.

AILEIGH XYLEMMOk

GARRni

Flavor

Kist

SALTINES

lb. pkg. 29c

OrmeeinScoPE
III

Baking

51011•ANY

lb, 35,

Sunshine

CLABB
GI
R ER

AND

Center Cuts

HUCK ROAST 29c

THURSDAY and FRIDAY

na,

7:44
4
,
Sift toipiher Sour. salt, Raking Pow1,
1
4764,6.7
4411C
der. and spic•-s Crinibine egg. ougar,
°OA,aL
ia•••,r th.
butter or margarine, and orange rind:
as,.
4
4.
5'raw tate;
brat thoroughly Add airy ingredient•
/Ns atar."".
alternately with milk Nair just eanugh
ara "e, 'ass
to blend. Chill several !nuns or 'oar
night. On lightly floured board roll
dough !a inch thick into n-ctangle
11, a 7 inch., Cut strips 't inch
wad, and 7 inches long Fold each
stop in half. twilit ends around each
ot:ler, and pinch ends together. Fry
in deep fat heated to 375' F. turn
deeranuts as they rise tu surfeae
it now f.elusi.,arly Known
Fr. I to 2 minute*. or until golden
brown, turning each to brown both
as thi
Po w de,
side. Drain on absorbent paper. roll
with the nolonced Double
in sugar if deemed
•5 Action.

NULMAN

1

Fast

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

747.
'
MO,4 e illan
Crad C•-/

1 MI
IicAP sugar
I SAMompwar.

NM MI

4

WITH THIS COUPON
•

NM MINN XXI MN OW

Cuts

-•
01,
4
6

AUCTIONEERS
Stanley Fritz

444.

what
about." s h
Ru5s.a
But she like.

NUT

— Lullch Served —

U.S. GOV'T GRADED CHOICE

She sits six years .ald atxl.
. Gives Cleirmar Banos ,
gave us the names 49TH BIRTHDAY

don't

6.

REGISTERED HEREFORD CATTLE
14 Bulls — 46 Females
FREE - One 9-months old calf - FREE

TOPPIE SAYS . . . "IT'S A GOOD TIME TO GET
BIGGER VALUES AND. MORE STAMPS AT KROGEP

mi..pha•

The dark-eyed MLA Abrams. a na- l
tive New Yorker,

14

60 —HEAD— 60

"•;

no time

managed

S'Al

3 Score Minus 1

"Ycu are rallIng asleep ...
asleep . . . deeper and deep
asleep," Mis Gordon insisted as
aluts A'oratias stared axedly into
her eyes. -Mare Abrams went undaa
in
a, all. and .after some
demonstrations that • prayed she
w2's tt uly hypnotized Vie W C70
ivady. to bee.na
e
"New I Want you to remeinbera
:nstrueed Miss Gordon. "when you
were 12 yearsiauld Tell
rat/ See:.
"I'm
jumping
rape.M.ss
Abiams began.. "But I wish I had
something else ..to do. Jump :.- g '
rope li boring ..." She descraaad :
ahe side-walk a n d street corner
whi.ue she was playing. Then Mae
Gorion told her to go beak 'furarier.
would .ell us what gig arr.

,

TW/SI

Location: LILLY BROS. FARM
7 miles Southwest of Hopkinsville, Ky.
Highway No. 264, Newstead Road

pa

ject. "It's a wonderful - expeeence." Miss Abrams *seared ma.
- 'Tee worked with Vas Abrams
five or six tares. She's an excellent suba:ct bee I've never haed
this sort of thing with her before."
Miss Gordian .siid.

• I had called on the hyertatist to
-check an the prospects of taking a
*cuing tato the ge•/..iruch a
Jester:bed in
book
-"The -Seam% sor'Brilt•ry Murphy;"
talking abauf -kii..3 kb: ink
Braley. u-hose sea?* cornea tnroagh
rite has of a Coaa:ad.% hausewife of the children who sat on eltlarr
sAe of her in the first grade. She
at a deep hypaote .rance.
started sobb.ne when she toki Now
The hepnotist, a shapely profes- She had lost one of her
eerail :lamed Lynn Gordon., saon dais Then lie hypnotist took her
f .u..d that ii was not -One foe a to the age of three, and finally to
plunge into yeseaday She the age _el on:.
"My father is down on his hands
to get me into a 50.40
• ..d
af .rance ma. ler became and knees .. I'm trying, to walk
..t:uei to the floor and my _arms toward him." the girl said. At ',he
outaereached so r4idly I couldn't - ge of ane month. there .w is ran
tor the ilfe of me mave :h m but much going on. "I'm in my crlb.
lyatar on my starnach." What did
aeaand that my r.:aistance
a•ac too et
Tha is not she see anwed her? "Just the bars
of my crib
uncommon.
•
Then Miss Gordon toll
Some Other Time
Mss
.. Peril...pi- .1 1 wo;-ked a In you Abrams she
was
going
beck
1
:
a.arowah
'Urfa! in. re some other tune ..."
space and time. far. far
'alias Gordan ',led.
' "I'm
Miss
dancuitta
Abrams
But 'she had a subsatute handy. ama d. her eyes still closed. Where
I was she dancing' "In a theat-r of
had cut • class 'course. We're dancing. Les Slyto cone, down and stand ready in phideit. The other dancers
case Maa Gssil +n r.r,•-dr.:1 a sub- ; realize how I feel when P dance.

SALE

TUESDAY, APRIL 10 — 12:30 P.M.

I issue,

-Bridey Muniky"
good

GUMS WHO. Margaret O'Brien. outrher screen's
former great stars, returns to the screen in her new
Supen4cope Technicolor production. "GLORY," it's
a story about Kentucky..

PRODUCTION

j A huge roztrait of Stalin hung
,side by side in the ?sleeting hall
, with those af the other Lommunist
."inarreetala ,-- V. I. Lanin, Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels. Modern-day Communist leaaert of the
Kremlin ratre nct included.
Stalin
as long been a hero to
many Italian v.orkera. and the
ilius-aan aebunkine campaign has
Ira: teen
popular with Italy's I
talOtatakt ccriTimustsi —tw-ty iiiiIi.1
, tars. Thus far ..7ongress leaders
have skippcd a.cour..1 the Stailn
a

10 Years Ago This Week

'Dr. C. S. Lowry. head Id" the social science department at Murray State College_will speak at an oper
rneetAng of the Business and PrOfessional Women's Club
Monday evening. April 8. at 7:30 p.m. in the First
Christian Church Auditorium. Paris, Tenn.
.seven freshimen girls were initiated by Sigma ,Sigma
Sigma*, educational sorority on the Murray College Campus.

Lilly Bros. & L. H. May

late dictator.

THURSDAY — APRIL F. 1956

Bush'-jbouston t quite-- III at her—hoMe on
North Ninth Street! She .will Be 100 years old in July.
Calloway Circuit - Court will open here for a two
week.'s term iMonday morning with 21 cases ou, the
Commonwealth docket. 40 cases on the equity appearän oe ,docket, and 15 common law cases.
Mrs. G.
litiMphreys Of 30$ South Fourth ,Street
celebratd her seventy-sixth, birthday on April 1 when
she entertained a group of friends at her home.
The lovely old .home was decorated for the occasion
with apple blossoms, lilacs and ivy. Mrs. Humphreys was
presented a corsage of roses and carnations, and received many lovely gifts from the guests.

BEDS DIVIDED
-----

.I

the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Ulu):
Voice items which to our opuuor are not rot the ber
ow readers

gATIONAI
REPittatENTi TIVES
II.onree j4ep.or.. Iron 25s P.ri

LISTEN TO WNBC,
Each Sunday at 8:15 a.m.
Hear
"HOW CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE HEALS"

tr.•taiett pont oilier on •
blast. Ibc

Idr•ring a mckage many how, ailsr
block long.

building ass six stories high. nearly a

THE MURRAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE IS
DISCONTINUING
THE CASH AWARD
DRAWING

Safe For Nylon
SNOWY BLEACH

15-or. Pkg.
49c

Gold Seal

Pint Can

GLASS WAX

59c

PURE SHORTENING
belt et

than

vitt'.
3 lbs

for All fine baking 77c
and smokeless frying

•
•
"•••••14.•

`•.'

•

4.

•
•

•

•

•

•

f
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•
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ART TEACHER IN HOT WATER--WED PUPIL ONLY
17

WNBC
8:15 a.m.

47,

STIAN

(Continued From Page One
Treously under pressure. The virus
and the formaldehyde are kept aagether for. 13 days in a heated
ro,.m. Each day the tanks are
shalien by hand three times and
the fluid is completely filtered
once ..e3 make sure the formaldehyde reaches every v'_rws particle.

lain
N

•

Es, ry 15 hours fcr the first 45
hecrs, samples of the virus fluid
are taken and added t3 I ve monkey kidney cells. By measuring the
damage done to the cells, the Lilly
tohn,!cians can de.errnine the rate
at which the virus is being killed.
Then, -three days before the end
of the inactivation period, and
aa'Lin at the erd, more tea are
done to canfirm that the "virus has
been fully inactivatNi.
As scon as the fluid is Machvd.ed. rt is moved to LL y's Kentucky itver.ue, plant more than a
mile away. This is to guard
r.ganst live viruses in the first

1.

:y.

FREE
IN NEW.YORK, Brooklyn high school art teacher George Wald, 34, and under-age-bride Sydney tilverman Wald, 17, give Assistant District Attorney Albert Sclafani (middle) details of their elopement Jan. 9 to Elkton, Md. Saki her parents, "She's.pnly a baby-he's a man who's been married

twice." Sobbed Sydney, "I love him and I'll stick with him." The trouble came about when Wald decided to reveal Marriage, and went to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Silverman. (international)

Belk

IFLA
6

141t./

The Reason

41)

,1111
40
la.11
S

building, the pools of type I, 11.
and III vaccMe are mixed together
in huge tanks to form th three-

Coffee Break

WHITE COTTON
WORK GLOVES

25c pr.

Extra-durable white cotton flannel, blue knit wrists. Seam-free
palm. Value!

IVY LEAGUE

College Slacks
$395

WORK GLOVES
$1.98

9c

Other Work Gloves
35c to $1.49

Safety cuff or wide gauntlet
style. Full leatne: theb,
knuckle strap. Elastic back.

POT TED CMAEU
$1.98
:TARE'S

lb. 45c

It.dyed, sonforizad

c

10 oz. per
yd. denim. Copper riveted,
rocked. Sizes 28 to 42

fl

6-cup percolator
no guess world

100

Graduated to make measuring
. easy! Brews a perfect cup of
coffee every time. Family-size.

LUCE

12-qt. dish pan
fits smaller sinks

129

Deep roomy style to fit smallsize sinks. Extra wide rim for
easy handling! So many uses!

Leak.proof
tubed cake pan

100

For perfect, easy -to-remove
angel foods, all sponge cakes!
Batter seal bottom. Large size.

)c

PLATTERS - BOWLS - PLATES - CUPS. SAUCERS
FRUITERS *- CREAMER - SUGAR - and Odd Pieces

5e to 25e

WORK PANTS
Sanf. - Top Quality Material - Full Cut
Graduated Rise - Reinforced At
All Points of Strain
- Gray or Green

$3.95

our 'RED CAMEL $5.95
workshoe
liaovy duty elk uppers: cat'
and rut
,er soles &OW,

thick non-skid cork

Other

POINTER BRAND

Short - Medium - Long Lengths

STRIPED OVERALLS

$2.95

10-oz. San. - Low Back - Size 30-46

$2.95

HAY ES

Osh Kosh B'Gosh OVERALLS

TWILL WORK PANTS
Top Quality Fabrics - San. - Full Cut
Comfort Fitting - Graduated Rise
Army Tan or Gray - Size 28-50

Extra Heavy Sta-Blu Denim
Low Back - Size 30 to 50

$3.95

Mens Work
Shoes

DUCK HEAD OVERALLS

- Good Assortment -

$3.49

$2.95
Shirts To Match
Short - Medium - Long Lengths

San. - Triple Stitched
Size 32 to 42

$2.49

$2.95

CARPENTER OVERALLS

TO

Hickory Stripe - Extra Heavy
Double Knee and Legs

Osh Kosh B'Gosh
Duck Head

Army Twill
WORK PANTS
$4.95 - 2 for $9.00
Shirts To Match
$4.95
2 for $9.00

$5.49
$4.95
Men's Jeans

ns 23c

LEVI'S

103 Cans

DZ.

Lns 99c

49

Seamless - easier to keep sanitary! Well.bolonced with cam•
fortable-grip bail handle.

Covered saucepan
popular 4-qt. size

14°

21/2 -qt. all-purpose100
pitcher with lip

Easy-grip handles attached with
rivets! Heat-proof plastic knob
lid. Straight sides. •

Polished aluminum-can't crack!
Deep, well-formed lip for easy
pouring. Good looking!

AMERICAS FINEST OVERALL

$4.95

2 front pockets, 2 chest pockets
- one with pencil slit. 2-way
zyper. Whites, stripes. 36 to 46.
Fruit-Of-The-Loom

a

fel
iNING

2-qt. tea kettle
...it whistles!

100

Saves time and fuel, because it

tells you when the water has
boiled! Enameled steel handle.

3 lbs

r7c

BELK'S for

I.

3-qt. colander
has handles

1

00

A kitchen necessity -especially
at canning time! For washing
fruit, greens. Big capacity!

French fryer
plus saucepan

I 29

Two utensils in oriel New per.
located aluminum basket; self
measuring giin. Saves on fats.

better selections, better buysl BUY BE!.K'S for certified better values!

The Original Riveted
Levi - Coursc,,Weave
Denim

Double Stitched,
2 Pockets with
Button Thru Flaps

Boys 6 to 12

27-30 Waist
$375
ZIP FRONT
COVERALLS

9c

LEVI'S

WORK SHIRTS

$355

gs. 29c
•

Work Shirt
$149

Shirts To Match

103 Cans

Handy 10-qt.
utility pail

PLISSE

FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM

Now $2.59

$7.95

Cans

Short Sleeve

MEN'S RED CAMEL - TYPE ONE

'29c

Liu 25c

WARNING finger raised, Senator Lyndon Johnson (131,
Fexas. Democratic leader, ac7
nises the Eisenhower administration of trying to "intimidate" Congress by threatening
to veto the farm MIL He is
Shown at the Capitol, where he
said, -There is more pressure,
more lobbying, more direct influence ..'. than on any other
hill I know of." thsternutionalf

BLUE RIDGE CHINA SALE

10-oz. San. Triple Stitched - Reinforced
At All Points of Strain

LEATHER PALM
$1.00
AU PURPOSE GLOVES

0

•

Texas. however, leads the nation
in the •otal number of beef cows
with 6.596 000. Iowa is second with
4.603.000 and Nebraska third with
rr,re than 4.000,000. ,

High or Low Back - Size 30-44

lb. 69c

lb. 39c

LIN -0LN, Neb. 41t - Nebraska
has. the second largest number s
of beef cattle per square mile
in the country, accordmg to W. W.
Derrick, IP,iveisity of Nebraska
animal huiOandman.
Iowa ranks first with an average
cf 82 head per square mile. De.ri.7k
said. Nebraska has 56 and is •
hv Illinois with 44. Kansas
with 43. Missouri with 37. South
Dakota .with 35 and Oklahoma with

BELK'S

polish - easy to keep new-looking! The values are truly
outstanding - better get in early!

lb. 39c

tOWA. TEXAS, NEBRASKA
LEADERS IN BEEF CATTLE

JACK RABBIT OVERALLS
YOUR CHOICE

A

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Men's Horsehide

shining, new cooking pots and pans. You get quick and

'Intimidation'

Belk Settle Company

With our prices so low, now's the time to treat yourself to
even heating - so you save on fuel. long-lasting high

the vaccine released so far. R I
plans to turn ouksa record 60 million shots in the first six months
of 1956. One reason for this is that Lilly 1
has put its va:.-cine productrin on
a seven-day. rine-hour-a-day basis
and has transferred key techr.c(ons and .sf:eritists fm cther departments. F:ank E. Kamplain..
the man in immediate charge of
prociu..',ion, ;tit it this way:
"Our workers have been making
a lot of sa .:!1].':es. When we were
asked to b(og production we put
it squarely up to th:m and they
responded 100 per cent.-

I led

Strap Back

Every piece from one of the
top names in cookware! $

L.

plarrLsecithntally gett.ng Imo the
inactivated prec'uct.
Male Constant Tests
In this' huge Kert.ucky Avenue

PAGE THRFF

for in the ! to Make ',he VaCei I1C and at.least
Salk. foimnia. More long '..ests.
100 days to test it.
Samples are tested for the abs
Lilly's production line is boomse.nce of bacteria. Monkeys are I Ing. This one firm alone has provaccinated and their blood tested dte•ed
Arly 70 per cont of all
to Make sure the vacene is potest enaugh-A:rat at will prevent poi:
paralysis. The vaccine's safety .
tcsted again both in monkeys and
In monkey kidney .issue cultures
When it has parsed these considerabl! hurdles, it moves into the
tiling ro.inis. 'Here. the air is
triple-f.its,r.diancl kept under presFuze to keep out germs. Girls in
sterile w1V'e er...wns reach into
stainless stel Elling hoods to fi7.
the small vials by hand They
watch v hot they are doing through
ornall windows in the hood.
The vials move monotonously
oust of ...he room on a conveyor
belt and are stored while more
tests are run. This lime samples
Of the finished product are injected into monkeys. which have been
made extra sensitive w.lb cortisone. to provide one final guarantee that the vaccine is safe.
When this test has be-.n passed.
and -the vac....ne has been aPproved
Linally.by the govcrrniere. in WashWigton. the'..boxes-ndf .vials -moveGEORGI MALENKOV, Russia's
Jets) an assembly line labeling
power chief, is shown during a
/it'd pa Alging dep:,rimnt. They
mid-morning coffee break at
Hams Hall power station. Brian.: on their way to .h:ldren.
tain's largest, in Birmingham.
Takes Much Time
,Be is tourine. (inter/tutu/not)
All in all, ,t
II days
'
all•1711.-

WORK
SHIRTS
• 2 Pockets
• Sanforized

Blue Chambray

$1.39

31-38 Waist
$385

- Tan or Gray

Men's Blue Chambray

WORK SHIRTS
Sanforized - 2 Pockets
$1.29 value

Now $1.00

$1.98
Levi Cheno

Peg. Top
Sanforized
Tan - Black - Blue

Boys Red Camel

Dungarees
$1 69

$449

Wrangler Western Jeans
13-oz. DENIM FOR RUGGED WEAR

boy's size 4to 12 -• - $2.49
boy's size 14 to 16 - - $2.79
men's size 27-36 waist - $2.954'

71(
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Women's Page

Club News

Activities

Weddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor . . . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

Locals •

Winter Has)leen Severe So
,-Change O'er Now For Spring

REDS' SAFE YIELDS $10.51

-

Win ef has been so severe in and many gaaohnes cause deposits
parts of the nation that within the carburetor. So it is
and trucks need a spring wiae,,to have the carburetor checked
inspection and some service to each spring to make sure that
re•tore peak
pep, power, and the jets and other parts are
performance.
working properly. The air cleaner
The home of Mrs Porter HolThursday. April 5
Taylor Motor Company, local must be removed to do this work.
Spring" flower show to be held
The Business Worpen's Circle of
land on Irvin Street was the scene
The Garden Department of the April 6 and 7th. Names will be the
Docige-Plymauth
dealer offers some This is the opporturte time to
Woman's 14.4OS'ionary Society
of the meeting of the Lathe Moon Murray Woman's Club will meet tabled
timely suggestions to those owners service the air cleaner by gleaning
and election of lancers will of the First
pest Church me.
Circle at the Woman's Missionary in the recreation room of the First be held. Members
want dependable economical oti.l. the dirt it has collected
are urged to in the h
of Mrs. Graves Sledd who
Sac.ety
of .he
nest
Baptist Christian Church at three-Jurty please note change in time and on M
and safe performance from their from the air, and then adding
y. April 2. at seven-fifChurch held on Monday. April 2, o'clock Members are, requested to meet ng pace
vehicles this spring and summer.
fresh oil to trap dirt it will
teen- o'clock in the evening.
at seven-thirty o'clock in the after- br.ng potted phirea for exhibit
• • • •
Bob Bazzel is service manager collect from summer driving.
-'Mrs. Robert Jones was in charge
noon
in the departrnen.'s •'Echoes of
for the company with Brent Coop- . Steering and brakes require the
The Murray
Woman's Clti...krrot the program on the
..heme,
er, Euel Rose. J. W. Harris and next attention. Steering linkage,
morehty Fun Night will be eki
Teem
'Tell Them of Jesus the Mighty
Jesus the Mighty
Fred Herndon as mechanics. Lub- front suspension, and wheel alignat seven-thirty o'clock.
is for to Save"
to Save' was the theme of ate
all members and thew-- husbands.
encouter
many
highway
Assisting Mrs. Jones in present- rication is in charge of Rayford ment
Royal Shvice program presented
Henry. Washing is overseen by shocks in winter A spring checkup
The committee has es:lanned some ing the program were Mrs.
with Mrs. Purdurn Outland In
John Leonard
Rill.
is necessary for safety and also
extra entertain
for this meek- Adams, Mrs L L. Dunn. MiSS
charge.
ing. Conte elaxed and join in Launne Tarry, and Miss
In welding are Bill Champion to prevent unnecessary tire wear.
Lorene
Mrs
Herman
Barber
opened her Me Fun.
Mrs Harry Hampsher. Mrs Outand Henry Hargis. It. L. "Red" Inspection of the brake linings
Swann.
land. Mrs. James Ward, Mrs. J M home for the regular March meetOwens is in charge of body repair and a brake adjustment will add
Presiding
over
the
business
sesConverse. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry ing of the Eastside Homemakers
to driving safety, along with a
and painting.
sion was
Miss
Launne
Tarry,
discussed
There are several important parts Wheel Balance job on the car
the following tows. Club.
chairman of the circle.
9..
Alter
Leo's
Society
will
hold
The meeting' was opened by t
'Still He Is Waiting", "U Only
Mrs. Sledd and Mrs. Myrtle J at your car or truck wench need which so many require now.
their regular monthly .ineetng' in
iesident Mrs It E Kelly
They Believe", "Touched By a
Change ..4)11 Filter
Wall.,
the
ho.esesses. served refresh- inspection and perhaps some servhome
of Mrs. Ed Fenton et
examines contents of the safe in the New
If the oil filter is approaching — A FEDERAL AGENT
Loving Hear.", -Strength - the devotion titled "Am 117Good seven -thirty o'clock.
ments to the fifteen members and Ise to repair the damage done
York office of the Communist Daily Worker after seizure of ths
Parent?",
was
given
Mrs J.
5.000
Lord Will Provide", -Tell", and
miles
of
service
or
by
has
winter
driving
• • • •
put
and
the
the sponsor, Mrs- George Upchurch
tinterastintio'
headquarters for taxes. Cash? Ten-fifty-two.
D Wall
•
"Jesus Will Save" '
vehicle in top shape for a long passed it, replace the filter cart•
•
•
•
Professor
Lynn
Winget
will
The roll was • ken and the
ridge before you order the spring
life
arid
trouble-free
summer
drivspeak on "Linguistics. or Who put
The &rapture reading from Mat- minutes of
sit meeting were
oil change.
ing.
the Allophones in Mrs. Murphy's
thew 211:14 was read by the :hair- read by th
retary. Mrs Wayne
With all these inspections and
Cooling System Is First
Phoneme".
Professor
LAST TIMES TONIGHT is
W:nget
man of the hrcle, Mrs Allen Mc- Wilson.
Lette eart with the cooling necessary service v::ork. it now
being
present
.d
by
the
Murray
Coy The group sang the sung.
Mrs Arlo Spruriger gave a most
complete
is
for
time
spring
z
Lester Ci:1*Inint .1.1 Rogers- system. Anti-frees* was needed in
"1 Love To Tell The Story"
eating lesson on "Recreation" State College Library in the soteh
lubrication. This includes draining
SPENCER TRACY IRENE DUNNE
reading room of the library at ville, Ala., spar. the Faster week- most parts of the nation during
After
a
deL•cious
ceeluct
d.nner,
lk
and refilling the crankcase. repackRetresiun-ents were served b
severe
the
1955-56
winter.
When
end
with
her
sister, Mrs. Oliver
7:00 pin.
the
main
lesson
of
the day was
"A GUY NAMED JOE"
Mrs. Holland to the hf.een
danger of freezing Is pest, drain ing the front wheel bearings, and
• • • •
emcee and family.
very xpertly seven by Mrs W:1bers including one new
out the anti-freeze, flush out the hecking and possible change of
• • • •
mber
The
Woodrnen
Curie
Serve
:ram
Bond in the absence of the
Mrs Clayton Adams. an
radiator and refill it with clear transmission. differential and steer%%SAO!'
Mrs. Oliver C McLeproject leader, Mrs. G. B. Jones. Club meeting scheduled for tijs
lubricant. Don't forget
Mrs. John Sammons.
More. Jr.. of Lexington spent the water. Don't forget to add rust ing gear
evening
has
been
postponed
due
Th:s was another in a series of
• •
'inhibitor. This is a good time the uiversal joints if your vehicle
•
weekend
with
his
parents
to
revival
rtft
now
in
a
progress
n
d
at
iessons on -.Kentucky Laws." The
to check the thermostats all hose has gone 20,000 miles.
other relatives in Murray.
lesson
subject being "Property .he First Methodist Church.
You now are re:Ay for depenconnections including hose to the
• • • •
• • • •
FLites."
heater, and also adjust the tension dable, econcmeal and safe 'spring
Mrs
Jean
Weeks
who is attendSaturday. April 7
Tv.-elve members and three
zzy7
and_summer driving
at the fan belt.
ltie ft.sema Deparenent of the
The Woodmen Circle Juraors ing A trail- ss,yling s hool irs forgenerator
ibattery
and
The
the
Mu
y Woman's Club will hays visitors were present. The visitors will
snce,
Ala., spent the weekend in
meet at two o'clock at the
Lilly Wheeler. Mrs.
WRONG SIDE
.
have warted overtime all w.nter
wiener roast at the C.ty Part were- Mrs
WOW Hall. Note the change of Murray.
iteecir,g the light, heater and
on Mondey April 9. at six-th.ra Mary Aden, a n d Mrs. Stanley
• • • •
hour. All members 12 years of age
PORT HURON
Mich.
defroster fana, and the radio workO'clock in hit everung
Mr and Mrs Ja.k Gardner and
The next meeting will be held and under are invited to be Pres.ng, so they need extra careful Phillip Bingham W'as in pol.s.
AU members are urged to at
children. L.ncla. Sam, and Richard.
ent.
n the home of• Mrs. J D Wall
attention. The battery needs in- custody today because he hitcai
tend The hoseesses will be Mrs
• • • •
of Jeffersorwille. Ind. and Mr. and
pection.. testing and also cleaning 'hiked a ride with -the wrong'
I -.- Ptu•dern Outland, Mrs. N B. Ellis Jit Thursday. Apr.: 12 at :.ne.
Mrs.
William
Bates
of
Monday. Aprti
Florida Make nee the terminals are clean motorist.
'
Mrs. Mauree Crass. Jr. and Mrs :dirty o'clock in The afternoon.
spent
the
weekend with Mrs Fins
The Sigma Department of the
Bingham. sought for 17 montns I
and tight. Check the charging
•
Bennie S.nunons
Murray Woman's Club. will have Outland Mrs Gardner re_rnamed
• •
• •
.ate of the generator and also as an Army deserter, gut a lift
•••• •01.16 ••••11C•114
a wiener roast at the City Park in Murray to be with her mother
from an FBI agent who recognised
oil it:
Mr. and Mrs Bill McKeet sine
v.no underwent surgery on Monat six-th.rty Ockek.
a picture the Army had
from
system
him
ignition
the
cc.mes
Next
dlaugher
Anna
and h e
•
• •
•
day
*Isere adjustments must be made ;circulated
friend. Moss Margaret Charnbli.,.
• • • •
Tuesday. April 1.1
within thousandths of an inch.
of Detroa. Wen, were guests o
Mrs Charles Simons .sacr..d ne:
The Exeautive Board Meeting
M.ss An
hi-vat who teaches in Oistributor points need cleaning
SHAKING PINK
his mother Mrs W 14 McKeel inane on North Seventeenth S.reest
of the Uneted Church W.Yrnen of Garden
Mich.. arrived Satand adjustments - arid in many
for the Easter holidays
or the meeting o fthe Cora Grew.% Murray will be held in .he home urday
week's visa'. with 'saes replaceng After the spark
lai PCI
LOS ANGELES LP - Amazed
—
;title of the Woman's Association of Mrs. B F. Scherfftus at 313 her pen"' Mir and Mrs. °bathe
plugs are cleaned and gapped, dog catchers snared a pink sheep
St/01/1
40;11
-1
.0
. ";••
College
Presbyterian
xr.the
Stiroat
Cliiwc;a: North Sixteenth et taa
the ignition is timed with scientific in their nets.
• • • •
seed on Monday. Apr.1 2. at teen. Zech church ,n Murray ard Calloshelter
officials
came
an:mal
City
:Lslrurr..
o'clock in the evening
way County is invited to send a
M• r and Mrs Charlie Waters
up with the explanation that tni
Carburetor Is Important
The guest speaker for the even- delegate.
are in
Little Rock. Ark.. %nailing wit.11truretoy wing often
occur. sheep must have been dyed a
• • • •
was Rev W M, Bighorn pasMr lad Ma. Winton Waiters.
- *n in our 'mart southern Mate& shocking pink as an Easter gift.
• • • ••
tor ' at the _First Preebrenan
FAST THIEF
------Church, Paris. Teem He gave a
• SHOVEL BUSSING
DALLAS. Tex IP - The burglar
1,109i .nteresting -.ark on -Thoughu who
entered Harry Kinnees horhe
CINCINNATI th -Ground-breakPer.ain.ng lb Rester
Monday left his hat and coat ing for a $100 million sewage
Mrs Earl Dye gave the devo- behind
disposal plant near Pittsburgh was
.on Mrs Karl Warming chad-' While Kirsner ass waiting for delayed because of an oversight
man. prevuhd at the meeting
police to arrive, the thief snowed Tuesday
15th at Poplar -- Call 479
Regreehments w e r é served by up again, grabbed his hat arid coat
No one remembered to bring the
he hcr:tess
and escaped again
gold-plated shovel.

Holland Home Scene
Of Aleet Held By
Lottie Moon Circle

Graves Sledd
— SOCIAL CALENDAR —'Mrs.
Hostess For Meet

'Of Business W men

a

Mrs. Herman Barber
Opens Her Home
For Club .ileeting

l

(Personals)

... A STORY ABOUT KENTUCKY
...FILMED IN KENTUCKY in
THE BEAUTY OF TECHNICOLOR!

Sigma I4e6artment
To M,á: 31onday

wall

SHE'S GROWNUP

AND GLORIOUS!

Cora Graves Circle
Meets At Simons'
Home On Monday

Lca..,

V .

MAR 0AREC 0 BRIEN
e WALTER IIIBRENNAN
INARIOITE CREENY1000
ismn miimant

11111111111111iiilliikitii
Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
thstically Arrang4d

41111111111111111•11.1111MMENIMIIIImme

•

•

Chevrolet's got three ... Bel
Air, "Two-Ten" and "OneFifty." With 20 sassy-styled
models to pick from, there's
one just mode for you!

. WHAT'S

ARE YOU A BEL AIR

Bel Air

Siert

Seda*

Picnic Ham

27c

Morrell's
Pride

Sliced

Btrait?

The Be! Air Series brings you
luxuriea and conveniences you
won't find in many models of
higher priced cars. You also get
Chevrolet's record-breaking performance, with horsepower rangkw up to 25!

Breakfast Bacon lb. 27c1 Ground Beef 3 lbs. 85c

Sausage

Country Stylit Sack Or Bulk

ALL MEAT

YOUR

2lbs.

45c

LB.

BALOGNA
29c BANANAS
Oc
4
No.
WEINERS
35c LETTUCE
2 25c
9c
FLIFFO sHOi'(IENING 3 65c CARROTS
25,
SILVER DUST Giantitche,,- 'TV:ht 49c
CUITS
SALAD DRESSING 39c -Any Of The Following 300 Size Cans
ORANGE JUICE
27c
GREEN BEANS
10c
COFFEE LB 83c 4 p%
C
Cans
JELLO
3 B"" 25c I
LB

LB.

'TWO-TEN" TO YOUR TASTE?
•

The "Two-Ten" has its own
sassy new styling and colorful
new interiors. Body by Fisher,
of course. And you get the
stability and the sureness of
control that make driving safer
-and sweeter-in a Chevy!

I

FOR

Size

Bunch

9 CANS

BALL""

QT

"ONE-FIFTY" FILL YOUR SILL?

"Two-Ten" 4-Door Sedan

There's no lack of chrome trim
in, Chevrolet's lowest priced
series. And you can pick your
power-V8 or 6. Come on in
and see which one of Chevy's 20
new beauties suits you best!

LINE?

p
•

Large
Size

CUT
303 can

BLACK EYED PEAS - OCTOBER BEANS - RED

BEANS - G. N. BEANS - PORKA BEANS - PINTO
BEANS - RED KIDNEY BEANS - LIMA BEANS -

BUTTER BEANS

OLONIAL

89c

ellE11101,1,7'

ONE STOP FOR FISHERMEN
4INNOWS - LUNCHES - FISHING TAXLE - ICE - COLD DRINKS - GROCS.
$

"One-Ftifir t-Door Sedan

Aim cam In,We as- TIMMSTutors NADI TO IMIDIUS-Ily urn
(Ow COST.LET VS OISIOINTOADD

In GLAMOROUS PRIZES IN THE -SEE THE
u S a. IN YOUR cetvstOtth' CONTEST
ENTER 00111-AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALERS.

Amariars Favorite-by a Margin d
2 Allem cars!

Porter Motor Company
MURRAY,

hiesma

geire.

•

KENTUCKY

OPEN UNTIL 8:30 EACH EVENING

• OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

Morgan & Albritten Grocery
ew Concord Road

-aimaniatf•seat_-••••majpee_h-..-...,

Telephone 1800
-

e
•
sire.'eheeeteerea-s....-hre-...,

• 2-ere:re-eve
•

•••

•

•

•

•

•

•
:I.: 5, 1956
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Rules For
Insurance
Xds Given

52

Companies are prohibited from
making unfair or incomplete COMFRANKFORT tr --State Insur- parisons of their policies w ith
ance Commissioner Oad P. 'Thur- those of ',heir Competitors.
man issued a series of 18 regulaAnother of the regulations states
tions, all designed to prevent unruthful or misleading advertise- that a company offer to refund an
insurance premium is not a cure
ments by insurance companies.
for misleading or deceptive sSatetete regulations apply chiefly to merits in such advertisements .
health insurance firms which write
Thurman adopted the regulations
policies paying •hospittal and doctor bills. All the regulations take following a hearing trwo weeks ago
Much was attended by representseffect June 1.
ves of more than a dozen InThe key regula'..ion provides that
all advertising "shall be truthful surance firms
and not misleading in fact or UnThe regulations a r e patterned
plication." The others give exafter recommendations of the Naamples and spell out details for
tional Association of State Insurthe guidance of insurance firms.
ance aenrniss.ons. Sunilar regu4.The u e e
deceptive words, Lnons
have been adari.ed n sev"masts
illug.rations in a maneral states.
ner designed to deceive is prohibited.
•
SLOW GREENS
As an example. one regulation
provides that phrases such as,
This policy pays $1,800 for hospital room and board expenses,"
CONCORD. N. H.
— The
are incomplete unless they indi- Beaver Meadow .Municipal Golf
cate
maxmum daily benefit Course won't open Sunday as
and the maximum time 'limit fur Scheduled. the parks .department
t.raital room and board benefits. said Friday.
• Wo' licies covering only one dis''A couple of feet of snow on
ease or a list of specified dis- the greens makes them extremely
eases must not be advertised ao slow," the department said.

the New
isure of Of
ter-satione

NE DUNNE
D JOE"

Mit LEDGER

TIMM

MURRAY, KT.
•••••••

as to imply covering beyond '.erms
of the policy ...under another regulation.
Another states .that testimonials
used in adverSisements must be
genuine, must apply to the Policy
being adyertise4, and must be accurately reproduced.

?AG E FIVE
the age groups 20 to 14 and ZS tr
28.
It said that since the number of
women in the 15-44 age bracket
who are or were married rose less
than one rrellion from 1950 to 1954,
the increase in the number of
WASHINGTON ift — The Census children was due to a rise in
Bureau reported today that the fertility.
poet war "baby boom" is still
The report also found that only
going strong.
about 13 per cent of wurnen
Census4und that a survey in who ever married — trom 30-34
years old — had no children.
April. 1
indicated that women
Census said this is one of th
of child
caring age — 15 to 44
years old — had an average of lowest proportions c4 childlessness
1.6 children, compared with 1.4 in in many years..
1950. This is an increase of about
fhe statistically
most fertile
12 per cent.
women, the report said. were born
Census said gains in fertility between 1925 and 1930. This group,
among women occurred mainly in including single women.

Baby Boom
Still Strong

Gen. Douglas
MacArthur,
chairman of
Sperry Rand.

Adm. Ben
Moreell,
chairman
Jones &
Laughlin Steel

Gen. Leslie
Groves, vice
president of
Sperry Rand

Gen. Ira
F..aker, vice
president of
Hughes
Aircraft

Gen. Albert
Weileme3er5
president
Atte corp.

Maj. Gen.
Cyrus Smith,
president
American
Airlines

Gen. James
(ion. Matthew
Doolit tle,
111dg-way,
vice president Mellon lnatl.:
.44 Shell Oil
lute of Industrial Research

MR. and MRS. L. A. ROSS
announce their opening at
PETE LIGHT SPRINGS
. Gen. Omar
Bradley, ,
chairman or
Buluva
Research
Deselopment

Gen. Luciut
D. Clay,
chairman
Contlallfratal
Can corp.

Lt. Gen.
Gen, Benjamin
Walter Bedell
Chidlaw, tiers
Smith, %ice
president of
chairman
Thompson
Aniericam
rroduets
Machine
"FADING AWAY," as General MacArthur put it, seems to be profitable for "old soldiers." a roundup of their retirement jobs indicates. Here are 16 generals and admirals who retired to big
money. To name a few, Admiral Moreell gets $150,000 a year,

and invite their many friends to visit them.
We Specialize in
Joseph'
McNarney,
president of
Consolidated
Vultee
Aircraft,
Gen.

Adm. iiViillant
Adm. Robert
F. ltalseS.
CarneY. an
president 1,
c•ecutite of
International
Westinghouse
Standard
„.
tlectric
Electric

Adm. Jonas
Ingrain,•lee
prgeklent *RI

Catfish - Hush Puppies
Old Time Pit Bar-B-Que
Steak - Fried Chicken - Country Ham

ifie Reynolds
galesC9IPPWIS

General Clay t108,000, General McNerney
$75,000, General MacArthur $68,000, General Groses $42,000. What
most retired from
was base pay of a four-star general.
That's $11,500 a year, with
heavy fringe benefits, as labor would put it.
mat flatcraationsi).

PRIVATE ROOMS FOR SPECIAL BANQUETS
AND PARTIES
Resort Cottages

Phone Cadiz 8004

gab

JCKY
'in
)LOR!

CAKE
MIXES

413-1)

2 BOXES

XIS!

49c
LEMONS
DOZ.

29c

•
HEW YORK Postmaster Robert IL Schaffer shows 10-year-old
Barbara Gruber the new Stampmaster, which smells 2-cent, 3-cent
atrad 6-cent stamps. You drop in 5, 10 or 25 cents and dial de..

CABBAGE

SEIZE:COMMIE OFFICES

FRYERS

PURE PORK SAUSAGE

Pound

V'

Sc

WORTHMORE

PURE GROUND

FIELD'S

BACON

BEEF

Wieners

Lb.

3 Lbs.

Lb.

IDAHO

tc

POTATOES
59c

25c

10 lbs

15c

SC

Oc
5c

In Phiiedeiphia. Ray Muster° (left) of coneetion office and
Joe Ferry of dellnque_ncy accounts return branch padlock doer
W of the Commie HQ for Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware.

RED

Murray Livestock Co.

INTO

'.NS -

— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
April 3, 1956

es
TOTAL HEAD 1007

PC

..... $16.00-18.00
Good Quality Fat Steers
14.00-15.50
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
15.00-19.00
Baby Beeves
10.50-13.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type
6.50-10.00
Canners and Cutters
14.30-down
[Bulls
VEALS —
Fancy Veals .
No. I Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throw outs

ly

1800
•••Ais_r

BarBeQued

CHICKEN
For Parties or Just
"Good Eatin' at Home"

I Redbird - Plain pr Self-Rising

Pure LARD 41b. ctn. 45c FLOUR 25 lb. bag. $1.49

LETTUCE campbe" SOUP
Ritz Crackers Salad Dressing
2can, 29c
Qt. Jar 39c
CELERY
llbs. Box 33c
CARROTS Fig Bars
1 lb. 29c Hydrox Cookies
25c
RADISHES Lipton Tea
39c Potatoe Chips$0,18yr 19c
Green Onions Pork&Beans
25c French Dressing9
19c
BABO
39c Mustard
3
9c
Tony Dog Food 3 25c Johnson's Glocoat 79c
FLAVORKIST

ans -

IDAY

19c

Any Variety

9c
5c

)CS.

lb.

Don't Forget to Call In
Your Order For Our
Delicious Hot

39c

89c

Field's
* Fresh, Crispy Produce *

lb.

CUT-UP - PAN-READY

QZ Pkg
its

DZ Can2 FOR
VAN Camp

10`

19.00
6.00-15.50

HOGS —
180 to 230 pounds

(NJ.,
kraft's

GIANT CANS

F°R

JGROOCEn
HNY S

24.50

_

DZJar
Kr eft'

QT

Maxwell House

21.50
1 ••

PKG

1410

COFFEE
rod'

[vnu y°4-.1

BAG

85c

JELLO
Any Flavor

BOX

5c

•
•••.,•••••••••-:,•-••••••.....e..?

--111tiwilaw•alfevirfoic-;

•

l'.""higliiM
1
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Revenue Men
Have Rough
Way To Co

geet papers there around commented: -We shall come te know
es the house our jack built."
The guy who pelt finger to key
and wrote . 'those lines apparently
walk not aware that he was -rattl•iiinsff .a duble pun. The head
of the collee.ion diriseari
Wtish's
'ingetan is a nice guy named Hebert
L. Jack.

By HARMAN W.
In a certain elty in the SouthHOLs
United Press Staff Correspondent west. thzre is a federal office building where. the regional_ cometsWASHINGTON IP —It's open
stoner holds forth on the th flocr.
season on the tax collector. so anTwo floors above tat the. alcohol
onher piece about the Internal Revand tobacco tax division.
enue Service seems in order.
ft seems some newspapers can
'nee regeonal cornissioner put
be pretty efiean. The revenue folks. his cape to the "up" button and
though, take it in stride and even got into .he lift Aftedk. hours. He
brag about their press clippings. asked the operator-.
Not long back there was a mt„ice
"Evsrybody gone hone. Joe?"
of a new Internal Revenue Sersice
"Iks. suh,"
the
man
&I'd.
buildlng being planned forea large "evere-bedy but them a'eehalies or.
city in the South One of tlie4ig-• the. sevcr.th floor"
t..

Swanson Tells
Real Age,
Which Is 57'

GROW 'SHRUBBERY' AT THE SOUTH POLE

whenever I stop long enough to
remember that in three short
years, a twinkling of an eye, 1 will
actually be 60-0d willing and
Holy Moses!
My reason for putting this in
print, under my name, is to stop
all further speculations and calculations, especially those low whispers:
"It is? Oh, it isn't! It isn't, it
couldn't be! I'm 60 and she' has to
be 20 years older than I am. Why.
I remember her when I was a
little girl."

meni because they like them Young
So, any woman over 30 in Hollywood .is an'old hag.
It' always been a phobie with
me to tell my age, if anyone is
interested in knowing it. I honestly
can't understand the point in lying,
Does a person look younger, or feel
any younger, merely because he
says he is younger? Besides, I can't
eee who they are fooling exzept
theinselves.
I might understand a woman's
concern if she falls in love with a
younger man. But if she is the
kind who wants equal lights with
This, and other overheard tidbits
men—well, then why not this one,
of misinformation about my age,
too.
have never bothered me as it
would
most
wernen, especially
What is youth except a very
these in my profession. In Holly- ,shert ureladg..fur settirtgethe stage
wood one is made "age conscious," for "one's own story? YOUth isn't
'tact by the public but by the always attractive any more than
producers of motion pictures (all old age. In fact, they are very

much akin at -times except tint
with youth we seem to have more
tolerance and, patience.„,
Now remember, gals and "old
boys," too. In the year of 1956
I am according to human calculaam
tions 57 years of age and...1
proud of it, because I do not
think of "growing up" es a dreaded
disease. And please excese me if 1
smile a bit with knowledge that
each year I grew one year oldet
•
and So Do Yow

BACK IN NEW YORK on return of the U. S. Navy ship Greenville Victory from "Operation Deep
Freeze" in the Antarctic, these officers sport fancy "shrubbery" they grew while at the cold bottom of the world. Front row, tram left. Roger L. Freeman, erst radio (officer: Dante C. Ponzeline.
purser; Phillip Heist, first_essistant engineer. Standink, from left: Gunwaide Gundersen. first aft/International)
ter; Leopold Duchowski, master of the ship; Hippolite Gonzales. chief cm:Meer.

* Refevaledd

The American Forces employed
a submarine in the Revolutionary War. It was built by David Bushnell at Saybrook. Connecticut, just
a few miles from the present
site of the U. S. Submarine in
New London.

cleamd, ONT alateus degode out,„

Big Brother

19c
Imperial

29c
with 10c coupon
CANNED

0

WOOL
— Iowa
DES MOINES, Iowa
sheep pie-dorm enough wool in
1955 to provide sweaters for more
than three million girls, the State
Development Commission said today.

.

FRUITS

j_1te;tempfi9g foods

OLEO

1956

Complete Line Of
"GARDEN FRESH"

\4.
e up c'prir)9 aPPetife

Lt. Cdr. C. 0. Fiske, USN,
now a pil -t with the U. S. Antarctic expedition, has tangled firsthand with polar bears, dropped
into icy crevasses in polar glaciers
fallen oveeboard..in arctic waters
and 'has been involved in eight
aircraft mishaps in the Arctic and
A.ntarctx.

AVrar, 1,

TUESDAY —i

This next one. I'D have .o relate ver tears abott. a write-r who had
just as I got it from the fax people. been writing for a number of
afnonths under juet one name. The
Ont in Denver, the IRS and the fellow had used ether names but
Chamber of Commerce sponsored had them put on the inactive list.
a seLes of clasees. Personnel of
h e - author
"Could I pleate,"
comprnies there was to be .rained asked. "list as dependeids---unemin helping rolleegues fill out 1955 ployed?" He proposed writing in
forms. But thers was a mixup. the names he formerly used.
Some letters explaining the plan
The answer was "no" of course.
By GLORIA SWAeiSON
were not staffed, so a great many It prompted - Allan to remark that
United Press Staff Correspondent
business firms re.seved empty of- "next we'll
have wane
fellow
ficial'tax ,envelopes. Phone calls avanting oa claim an additional,e ROME VI — I want and Think I
weies made and there were cries ese.mption because he's gat a split deserve a gold statue built to ine.
was born. Or
Not because I
of "what goes en here?"
personality."
because it was 15 minutes after
Service
Revenue
Internal
was alert.
1
The press in.-ver
midnight on March 27, 1899. But
Incidentally, the man who picks
Stores were'done k4esise\headline
because I am the only woman I
15
your pocket on April
has been
WUS written: "The guilty f 1.e e
know telling the truth about her
accused 'of all sorts of things, and
where no man purs.tteth. Businessage. cross my heart.
gets
all
kinds
of
insules
through
empty
those
men—just disregard
It's very amusing how many of
mails.
the
threats."
my contemporanes are all so much
just
lets
The
service
it
roll
off
-The tax folks have trouble with
younger than I am!
wh.n addressed as ''The Infernal
authors who write under several
Frankly. I think it is a huge jolts
Revenue Service" or the "Eternal
mantes_
Revenue
Service."
II:rector George H. Allen of DenAn agent in the nearby Baltimore off:ce sent Cu'. a letter that
..ould qualike the service for an
"eternal' label He h a d sent a
form to a local Lrm asking information about a former employe.
There were a czeuple, of blanks.
One had to do With the year of
employment The ct.her to which
the reply should be made. The
agent .got 'them mixed up.
As sent out, the form said: "'Fte
records of this office indicate te •
the above named inchvidual yee
employed by you • in the year
1412." ae
The former employer was on his
4
.
to..s. He penciled his reply with a
question:, :'A.D. or B.C.?"
_

6

AND

Vegetables

Canned Goods
Peas - Beans - Spaghetti - Northern Beans Navy Beans - Butter
Beans - Kraut - Mustard Greens - Turnip
Greens - Pork and
Beans - Kidney Beans

can

BISCUITS

GRAPEFRUIT . 5c
BANANAS,. lb. 12c
APPLES .
lb. 12c
LEMONS
doz. 29c
ORANGES doz. 29c

Borden - Puffin
Pillsbury

10c
at

Cake
Mixes
Betty Crocker - Pillsbury
Duncan Hines - Swansdown
White - Chocolate - Yellow

box 33c
Big Boy SOUP
Tomato and Vegetable

LETTUCE
CELERY
lb 39c CARROTS

prices ,
budget minded

Wieners
lb. 39c Cr. Onions
Fryers
Radishes
Sausage lb. 35c
COUNTRY

Ground Beef lb. 35c
OC
SWEET POTATOES Pork Roast
lb. 35c Green Beans
15c

CANNED

Reg, 32c Size
1-1b. 13-oz NOW 9nC
imo7

Bacon Krey

lb. 39c

lb.15

Dinty Moore

Beef Stew
(Reg. 49c)
1 1 2 -lb. Can 41C

FRESH

Tenderloin

AND 'Ribs

SPECIAL - On .Spring Cleaning Needs
•II•••••• lir•
•••••••=111011Iny

4
23c
FOR

Frozen Foods
IN

SHAKESPEARE

ORANGE JUICE

18c
STRAWBERRIES
10-oz. 25c

IN COFFEE... Getritid
Be guided by your taste. It vrill tell you that
Colonial's unique blend gives you a richness
and a taste satisfaction unsurpassed by any
coffee, regardless of price . .. Yet Colonial
Coffee costs no more than most ordinary
brands.
•

coratAL

FRUIT PIES
Cherry . Apple - Peach
Family Size

'6-1C
4‘•

0

FREE

Delivery

TOMATOES lb. 29c
CABBAGE lb. Sc

•
na Sze
Size Tide

•

FRESH
CORN
3 ears 2.5c
•

$129

Also Fresh
with 29c coupon
SQUASH and
Any Reg. Size WASHING POWDER 31c GREEN PEPPERS
Any Economy Size Washing Powder 77c •
•

Majic Cleaner - - 5 lbs. 99c
Preferred PINE CLEANER .. qt. Wit
Preferred IS-UST UP
s
can $1.95
ALSO - Johnson's Simonize - Stride - GloCoat and Hard Gloss
AERO Wax - BRUCE Wax and Cleaner

COFFEE
Yacht Club in Tin

89c
Blue Bird in Bag

79c

Oxt ettite1,00tebtotatt4istai

JONES FOOD MARKET
9th and Sycamore

Zera and Madison JoSnes

Phone 874

•
_
vo-

`re .ve-seeee&oxestscitie-s.

anow.wmaAtamairm.-.01mInatledr..Pff

•

•
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•
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j Br. ,'n'Of
er
Budget Given

$2.196.294: $2276,144.
assistance and child welfare adWi.stern State Hospital $1,407,782; ministration, but
child
welfare
$1,G19,443; $1,654,560.
1:3,3nefits will be decreased from
HELP WANTED -41-•-•-eeKentucky
State
Hospital $1231,- $e25,000 annually to $300.000 and
tOYS 20-inch bicycle wleh train- EXPERIENeED
VaptIVI4N, white
dri Aid]
107% $1.414.866. $1,497.511.
jobless pay benefits remain the
ng wheels. Rolleway bed
with or eulorcd, to do house work and C 1401111
same,
watiress. All in good condition. eare for child 3 days per week.
Appropriations for tuberculosis
See at 1515 Sycamore St., or phone, Call 796-M
, hospitals at Madisonville,
health and welfare funds
a26-R.
A'TP
Paris, London and Glesgow- would WiTI 'increase, under
A7C
the •proposed
CARD OF THANK&
be increased nem a total of budget. from $86.648.513
We wish to express our sincere
this yea
$1,937,200 this year to $2,244,703 , to $91,734.453 in 1956-57
GI SPECIAL: If you are An elegi- thanks and aaereciation
and $111W
to aur
next
FRANKFOR
T
yi_ar
and
A
$2.214.800 in fiscal 651,107. Those figures include some
breakdown
ble GI and have $300 cash and Liends and. neighbors
for their of G3V. A
la57-58.
B
Chandler's
the closing cost you can own a many acts of kindness,
37 to. 40 million dollars annually
record messages breaking
proposed budget for the
in federal grants; the general
nice 2-ledreem house on paved of sympaehy. and
floral offerings next fiscal
The welfare department approbiennium
today shoWed
-budget increase would be from
street. Nice size livirg room wf th tee:eyed during the illness
and substantial
priatic.n
prisons,
for
probation
and
increases for nearly all
'dinette suite for only $1 mor cleaned on your floor. All work fireepar e. kfahen
$26280.504 this year to $30.051,191
and
dinette, death of our hus'oand and father.
state education and welfare agen- parole, children's instittLions, and and
you ge'. a nice 9x12 felt-base lino- fully guaranteed. Specialty Wall electric
$30,837,127 in the next two
heart,
harawood floors.
;the
Kentucky
Training
cies.
Home.
Especially do we thank Broz. 1
Item rug
years.
Come early and get and Rug Deterger Co. Call 663-J. Owner will hold the notes at 4e4%
I'would increase from this year's
Kester and
f o r their
The biggost single increase would figure of $4.933,122 to a total
SHARPENED your choice If these great values
M7C interest if GI guaranteed. Total
Expenditures nem the state road
of
pric: $6300. Baucum Real Estate contorting woeds, those who sang. come' in the
• SSi
faelay prons.en macbine Seaford & Ray Furniture & ApMinimum Foundaten $5.581,367 next year and sl.ehle funds would be bcosteti from M4,Dr.
Whaene
and
liance
Ronald ChurchilL 'Act program
Agency, phone 48. N.gtf. phone
105 North 3rd Murray
Rey Maddox's Werk Shop. North
more
for
than
that in the following 749.000 this year to $80,010,000 the
'public schoels.
NOTICE: We nave teetter mixes 1447 and 961-M.
The Collier Hays Famay
e.ti Street
A7C
Theis appropriation
Al1C Phone 1824
would jump year.
following year.
EXCAVATION & bulldozer work. Kraftall expansioi, files. Harp 1, -.from $35,399,859 in th2 present
Tae Legislature will be ask el , The biggest boost in the ace
William Lee Thorn. Phone 435-M4. cr files, third cut, fifth cut slid 5-PIECE blonde ‘Or mahogany livfiscal yeas to $54.785.800 next yea - to increase funds for economic .,.Culture
and conservation section of
straight cut manila file folders ing rOc rn suites A real bargain
BARSAIN DAYS starting April 6 Ps miles N. Almo Heights.
Map
and $57,705,500 in fisc-I 1057-58.
security programs from this year's the proposed budget is a more
and conthuing .hru April 12. With
and clear, amber, lemon and green at $89.50 Exchang, Furniture Ca.
•
Reecmmended appropriations for I total figure of $60.638.190 to $72.- than doubled appropriation for the
each bAroorn suite and ane box IF YOU WANT to rent a Speed Cel-U-Dex index tabs Ledger & Phar.e 877.
A7C
various state supported schools, 1 516,780 next year and $73.832.435 state fair board - from $425e51
spring. for only $1 more you get Queen washer for thirty days cal: Times Office Supply. cae 55. TIE.
in fiecal 1957-58.
with the current fiscal year
this year to $996,400 dext year anc
a nice :ozy interacting mattress. M.•G. Reehardson. Ph. 74.
listed
A6C
GOOD APEX w?Ming mechine. A
'irLs inc:udes increases for public $1.050,000 in 1957-5e
first, followed by Thendler's
eCith each 'living reorn sule, twe
recMONUMENTS first class material real barga:n Exchange Furniture
cmmcndations for 1956-57 and 1937Step-up tables and one cocktail SPRING CLEANING. We clean granite and marble, laree selecCu. Phone 877.
58. respectively:
A7C
teble, for only $1 mare you get a your home or office, painted walls, tion styles. Silk' Call 85 home
le
el
University of Kentucky $9,473,'nice platform erecker. With each vrallpepee and
woodwork
Rugs plume, 526. See at Calloway Monu- BROODER. 25 baby chick capacity.
413; $10,982224; $10.882.624.
A6C
ment Works. Vester Orr, owner. Call 547-J.
Eastern State College $1.
395.987:
West Main St., near college. M1C
Answer to Yesterday.
,Paula
15.4 FOOT Amana upright home
$1,628945; $1.742,150.
PUZZLE
freezer. New, never been turned
Mu.ray State College
$1240.452;
0001313 rir
ACROSS
38-Dire
on. Will finance and sell at bar$1,476.167711.560.097.
40-Pitcher
.
140TICE Attention Farmers. Need
riuC101cia
1-Seeds
gain.
42-Preposition
George Fielder. Phone 1940.
Wtstt.-:n State College 41,192.235:
CIIMENO(11 101011631M1
a small compact book lei record
fi-liefake
43-Sour
WM
eat
$1,405,925, $L526,74e.
A5C
8-Church service
(MOM MI
46-Landed
receipts, dieburrements, piachase
12-Bad
property
MOO
Morehead State aollcge $867.617;
GIGIA
DOM
depreciation
taxes,
machinery,
of
,
13-Nativ• metal
ea-leine entrance
Ogle INWARIOSIMIE1
$1,020.965; $1.092130.
151 --Ile mistaken
14-Century plant
interest, insurance and miscellan- A.LHOM'eSTORM and screen tr pie
DU MOM
Ei-Path
hi-Solo
0L
nwindow-s. see
The
432 Size
University
eous items' We now have Farm track, alum:nuI
of
Louis4ilet
16-ileadow
it-Trade for
4Qt4OOC
I
MR
Medical School appropriation would
17-aomesiicate
inoney
eteccee .Books.
Supply. storing. Aehom aluminum storm
Office
amen
P1P1
PliE112K-1
1S-Coat of
65--Bright star
go fiem $300.000 this year to
Daily Leoger & Times, call 55 TF doors. ABC jalous.e winceev, and
20-A eked
CAM PBELLS
EMI
doors. Bucy 'Building Supplies.
22-Itiver In Italy
$500,000 in each of-the next dew,
P MEMO 120110111N
ransaction
23-Twirl
Phone
PA
9ge.
years.
M2C
@Eva 000 NOTICIS: Just received
Tietchers' retirement fie
68-Golf mound
24-Primary
iUPW)
SK NUMMA OUG
lit-Pack easy
69-Mak es lace
would to; increased from $3,932
of Skrip ink in a new large ie:one JOHN DEERE No. 226 corn picker
32-Vait age
to $7478056
$7.478.056 -next -fiscal year
DOWN
13-slat about
10-1b, BAG
size. black .aunary int:wheae Cost new $1650 PickEd 3 teen crop,
S. Alcoholic
furtivels
$7.801.915 the following year.
beverage
marking ink
various ',Noes ot aeleng price $400. Contact R. S.
Si-Reverence
1-Personal
4 -Slumbers
inierest
it- WrIt In
:tamp pad ink, all celors 4,1 loam Griffin. Murray Rt. 3.
1-Burrowing
All of 'the state's mental ins'
A7P
Implements
t- Egg-shaped
animal
elbioer stamp pads. pre-inked Al",.
tutiors ale) wcald receive
•-teest
••••••
nave numbering machine ink and
7-C,,ene Into view
stand I ir -:i.ascs in their ape
9
.
r77
PO
9
"
...r-.
I ,
again
ihk pads. Ledger & Tenes Office
1
peistions under the proposed suci,2
5-.31orning
'a REELFOOT
TI
eupply. cal, e.5
prayers
These would include. -with !
1-Wolfhound
4 10-i nAefln t
current appropriation andethat
4 roost
HAVE YOUR nome 'Jested now 4 ROOM apartment ale
iuunitier
each of the next tea yea:s
R W
against termites. Five year guarare house. Immediate pos.
ii-Sew
SQUARES
13-T.hiporary
in order:
6
A5C
tee
We spray for ants. moths. Ctturchill. Phone 7
heds
Eastern
Stile
•
Hospital
;5.576.075;
h reii=toed
diver fish, mosquitos, matchet and 3 eN CALIFORNIA to try to offset
ROOM uneurnishect K.:ernes-A.
sloth
$6.815.856; $7.137.192.
chinese elm trees Jnsured and private bath
Name of the political hay made
23-Scoff
601 Poplar St. Beeps:
Fs a to 3,
Celt:toil State Hospital $1175.604.
35 -is
24• (cotton.)
licensed (No. .LPC0195). Kelis 780 or
is
,
Senator
Estes
Kefauver,
62d.
,A7C
eggs
Extermin
Control,
aline
and
Pert
%dial
limit
Ste‘eneen
26e
lry
waves
ell
from
I
-47eneern
AlaC 8 - ROOM' einfurniseed apartrmie
Produce Co. Ph. 441.
aelicopter
Kelly
at
Los
Angeles
air29-Flap
tir
1' ,,,
'3t
Downseaes.
-port The 'copter whisked him
yard.
geed.n. 1111
So-N.eturnal bird
RADIATOR repair, au.omotive ma- Olive
to nearby Burbank fir a speakSt. Call 1079 after 5 pm.
r1
34-Malay dagger
to •
clone shop service and re-built
ing engagement. Both Steven37-FurnPh with
A7P
inhabit•nts
mqtor exchange. Go to Murray
e .,e, -4
0./.
son and Kefauver seek Cali.1 so. .5
29-Uninjured
Auto Paris Phone, 15
MIC
fornia's Democratic convention
41-Pronoun
mww
I
41-Singing voice
r
• _delegates in presidential prefa
44-Mental image
THUReDAY is Tot's Day! 25e, oft
"trance June 5. (international,
45-Cash drawer
, Se
It•
SS
regular
ohildren
studio
prices
for
•--ea en ay
-Heaton 6 mos to 6 years only No appoint- SPECIAL lyre if eerie wo:k. R
so
el
4S-Shade
P
., ment necessary. Wells & Wrather hours, 90 stops, $e5 per weak to
line.
I
-.•
M-Regret
start guaranteee
plus expenses.
Studio.
5,15C
Car necessery. Celt :Wier Be
Co. for appohtment. lenene 3-2777
TO SAVE MONEY
Paducah. Xy. or wr,.e 422 CohanOn Your Plumbing
busereve.
A14C
Needs Call

FOR SALEI 1-11

and "old
• of 1956
n calculaince.1 am
! do not
a dreaded
a me if I
edge that
rear older

- Iowa
wool in
for more
the State
said te-
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3 WANTED

NOTICE
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-- MOWERS
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After Kefauver
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HENDRICKS GRO.

CROSSWORD

5 Points

oRtil

s

•
5c
3. 12c
o. 12c
•

t. 29c
z. 29c

II

Carrots
Lemons

ado,*

Chicken Noodle

•

SOUP
4 Ccens 62c
EIACON

FOR RENTI

,-- ,

I

FREE DELIVERY

14=c

t+nu

..._,-

t

Ph. 655-J

10c
Doz. 23c
POTATOES
49c

LARD
4 lb. LTN

Open Ali. Night

Bus. Opportunities

Lumkter Texaco Service

PLUMBING

°74 e©/LI1EA WITCH

ns

ZOLA
',51 7.a ••••

es

/3••••••4 b•o
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CHAPTER FOP.TY -TWO
Dan said. -Well, hurry back to out end took her he might win.
WAS ILLI Extort Meg re- Seattle.-Are you turning rum down Delawn ...nan _Made the eataaduasedosinas tine
- *Iethieateneo trip to Victoria, return- acknowieogeo he would return. Kemp?"
ing ui a rage.
Seattle was now fits mistress in
rOPOP Let her 'fudge Jason and
"She wont set a date wee she truth. Anyhow. he wouldn't nave discard
turn. You can catereenei
comes back to Seattle - ne told to der around when Meg married
Oh Die rebound. Yet ins m tiff reMictulei. -She wouldn't even some Jason.
fused the gambit_ Love should en..
back for Jenny's and Nathan's
Dropping into • bar, he found able you to understand the beweeeing "
Tim O'Beirn, looking glum.
loved. Without it, you faced only
Well. thought Michael, climbing
"Did you know Jason a moving the desert of unsupported passion.
Profanity Hill wan ma customary to Pertia.na when he opens res new
With .understanding. they rio,7.ht
resentment she nao come Deck store there? Going to Leave Nafind that golden second chance tonow. Tonignt ne would see ner than in charge lire."
gether.
Six would get you ten Jason was
',fiat right?" Michael's respect
Her brows drew together. Her
lett the 'louse this very minute
for .,aaori mounteo. He must nave eyes darkened- "Mtonael, you were
el! Michael found Dan Farmer alone recoenized that living in Seattle
the only one who believed me inin rus office He welcomed Michael woula be nerd for Meg. Love
nocent Why?"
with neartinesa. -Hear voieta go- grafted unexpected insight into the
He brushed it aside. "I saw into
ing to ea-usco tomorrow, boy. Don't Lover
your .nind."
stay away too long"
Tim scowlect -Something's off
She flinched as if he had struck
Michael ignore, the comment kilter,- ne confided. "I met Jason her.
-Theta it Jason cuuldn t see
He tweed bluntly about Anna Lula coming out 01 Mantled!' an nour into
my mind and 1 dent see into
kale He wanted to leave no tag ago. Not a word to throw te • his."
ends from tne Beaumont Mai.
dog, he nadn't You don't reckon
It had been that way with Char"atilt in the asylum at Stella- Meg's fought with nim. do you, lotte
Leave it, rue mina warned.
coons." Dan wed
"Doctors say I tell you. that girl's mighty con- You done debate about love.
Fear
she's tnere for good."
trary by spells."
swamped him as ne continued,
•
"No trace of Ryerson?"
The dull lethargy that had in"You loved Kemp and Jason in
Den looked for malice: seeing vaded him left Michael. He knew the same
way. Jason was strong
none. ne allowed ma . discourege. a statibing, revitalizing hope. He and Kemp
was weak. They wanted
fluent 5.0 show. "Me's eemabli in tuaneu from the oar, threw money you and
you wanted them but you
China or South America ay new ui the general direction of the barnevet wanted to see into their
Well never catch that ;agey
tender and bolted into the street, minds and they woulen't have liked
agreed and wasn't *curry there farding Tim's anxious shouts. understandi
ng yours" +le saw anRyerson might Da a scoundrel. out Maybe even a procrastinating idiot
ger in net face and raised ms
they'd oeen good friends in those had if chance. He had been mad voice.
"You never like tnem-lust
trenches, Michael was still amused not to be waiting on the stoop
as I never liked Chanotte-but
at Jaaon's enduring anger. The when Meg came back from Vic- you wanted
to possess them!"
first victims of the swindle had toria!
Her body stiffened, then her eyes
a itterripteo to hold Jason responln his haste, he almost missed widened and net mouth relaxed.
thouge his innocence was the open door of the Fleur nat She moved
Moser to tem. He
quickly established, the effrontery shop. Of course! Meg would bead
dropped ner hands. Drought her
of Ryerson rankled with nun.
for the shop at once. Meg in her against ram and felt her soften
in
Michael had not failed to taunt normal frame of mind would hate his arms. Pride swept him. Meg
the shop closed since was one woman who could stand
him
If your Dora hadn't sunk having
oft the Alaskan coast Ryerson Jenny's March wedding.
the bnght light of truth.
She was standing forlornly bemight now be a Klondike million-The golden witch. Michael?"
fore the display table and wheeled
aire instead of a fugitive."
Fear left rum. He kissed her
Jason hadn't appreciated the about in surprise as he entered. gently. then with 'an urgency and
Joke, Michael remembered, and She gave him a quirk smile. -The demand. Contentment quieted him.
was aware that
pan was again shop's not yet open, Michael. Want Here was repletion with laughter.
There had been no laughter In
speaking of his coming trip. "Be to buy a rule?"
He could not answer her in their their former loves. Without it,
Ain Frisco long, Michael?"
old light banter. He seized ner neither Meg nor he could find ful"Perhaps. I'll go to Nome later."
hands. searched her face. -Meg' fillment Her mouth, net body, all
Dan squirmed, bating the Nome Are you marrying Jason?"
of net were molded against him,
scandals. Too many public officials
He felt her withdrawal tea held his eagerness matched by her own.
were involved
A month ago. a
"Marry me now. Meg
her fast and after a long silence,
Come
new law had given civil governwith me to California and to
she shook her head.
ment to Alaska. made it illegal
Nome."
"Why not?"
for aliens to loCate mining clatm.s.
They looked at each other tn
He wanted to take her into his
McKenzie. Washington lobbyist.
mutual possession. Meg's mouth
used the dodge to fatten his own arms, out his mind, in perverse
curved In a confident smile.
purse Noyes, the lodge, had ap- control. refused. He wanted her
"11 we hunt the golden witch topointed McKenzie receiver for doz- with a complatenese that astoundgether. Michael. 1 hetet care if
"Ws of disputed Claims, Wit!) pow• ed nim, Out instinct told ram ne
we end up in an Igloo."
era to seize personal property, even collet not take possession without
fie kissed tier Again The road
previously mined gold. Michael a clear her.
ahead was clear and always wide
had been retained by • mining
"Why aren't you marrying him. enough for dreams, Someday they
company who was taking the fight Meg
He heard his own voice would come back to Seattle The
to the appellate court In San with contempt Why couldn't he highest hill
couldn't rtse above
Francisco.
discard logic? Women wanted ag- their happiness.
"It'll be a tough battle, Michael," gression, decision. If ne reached
' (The End)
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Is Now Giving 24 Hour Service
Seven Days A Week
For The Convenience Of Our Customers

Elroy Sykes

WANTED

PLUMBING CO
Calf 1654 or 1701

SOMEONE to drive new 1956 GMC
dump truck and live and work .n
Alabama Call 849-R-4 .1 Interested

NANCY

N. 4th and Chestnut

-*-

-

I'LL BE WITH YOU IN
A FEW MINAJTES,
NANCY
OKAY,
DOCTOR

YOU CAN
WATCH T-HE
TV WHILE
YOU'RE.
WAITING

QUICK ,
DOCTOR -TURN ON
THIS
X-RAY
MACHINE

Emir -Duld*INOR

I WANT TO SEE
THROUGH THAT
MASK

kt• •.•
•••••••
'
,•,4 by ....a /••...• 1•••••••

L1L' ABNER

By AI Capp .
FRANKLY, THEIR
SENSE OF HUMOR
ESCAPES Mr."

YOU'RE
NEXT,
MISTER
-ER ---

1--ANDYET r. AREN'T YOU
HE'S
ASHAMED OF
MOOCHIN
',OUSEL
F.R
FOOD US
A WELL -PAID
HUN6RY
L . PUBLIC
Bi_OviS y
OFFICIAL!!
NEED!'

ABBIE as' stArs
CRARLIE IS TR ONG TO DETER;AINE VeRCH
IS THE GENUINE *LADY IN BLACK!NEVER HAVING
SEEN HER FACE,THE ONLY DISTINCTIVE
TERISTIC HE CAN GO BY-IS HER KISS;

I

By lltaeburn Van Buren
you'RE (GASP) THE ONE j
NO DOUBT ABOUT IT

(Sfq1e),CI-IARLIE
WAS IT uNiQuel

/at

•
•
A'rt

Sisww.s-alr

*

•

•
•
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•

TAF,

NEW HAMPSHIRE PRIME-ARY

r.rn('.rn & Trttr.s —

MURRAY,- RY.

e-vear there and then take
aare of sisal Mikluai/ Nilualaevitch
TukhaRussia at his leisure
' chevsky, Russia's most
brilliant
Believed Russia A Set-Up
soldier. and seven other generals. 1.
It is title the: Neter did deliberRTits eemine out of Ru.sia
- etely atteck Russia in 1911.
after in
e. Stalin •dabunking princes
Ais conquest of France. and
thus say that Stalin mu: le...e! 5 eni
involve himself on twa fronts.
• Russian officers in all.
But he thought Russia was a
ant"
VV.- • ;:es,7 as traito.-sset-up. It is questionable today that
as plotting with Hitler to urn over ;
he would have dneed to move
1 Western Russia to Germany.
egainst Prland---or even. possibly.
By eilARI.ES 1W ale( ANN
It is reported also that the
Czechoslovakia _. had Stslin
not tee:re case
1- nited Press St.ft t'artondent
Tukhachevsky
petionsolly wrecked Russia's Red
and the other officers was cooked
army.
•• beginning to'
a.
.Up by the Hitler intelligence seraiT cat is all speculative. But
the Sallin era :n Russia: Played a
1 ire. and plantedin the K emlin.
considerab'e rat in the otegin of the pattern of Hitler's program
In any event. Hitler it that tim..
becomes interesting after the disWor:d W - It
retarted turning his attent.on to th
closure
s
A ' H:'
now
made
of the effrots ,east.
erarT -f aonquest
nalluded tie hietorra Ge en•in• dream of Stalin's one-man rule.
Hitler
began
cxp raien te the east-.-the
. Russo-German Aro-tiniest
acting up immediately after he .grt into power
',ran!! Niala OZten.
He stlrted after C7? h oe1.yak:a
But Hit%?r wet k:enly 'aware on Jan. 30. 1933. He withdrew and in Oatober. 1938, began
what had haapane-''ta Kaiser 'from the Geneva disarmament aon- campaign of proveamtion agains.
Germane• in
• • World War I. ti•- ference and the League of Nation.; Poland. On Aug. 23. 1939. Hitler
and Stalin entered their notorious
4
: %ern* anather two-frente_t!'e same year.
'
In '235. Hitler intieduced com- agreement to stand tagethe
rlamst Rassaa in . the east
r ii
pulsory military service in viola- "bring about order" in Poland
-nd tea oti.ei Allies in the west.
ana I
It may wen be asked now tion cf tlew Versailles Treaty. He Central Eu..ope.
vheahrr Hi' er would have blun- sent troops into the Rhineland.
It is hardly conceivable that ,
- ered irta the Second World War again in violation of the treaty. Stalin would have entered
that
tt net been for the &aim in 1936. He tout over Austria in pact had he not realized Russia'
s'
1938
- urges
weakness. Nor is it conceivable •
,
• Se moves all were in the that Hitler would have atta-k.-e
That Hitler did blunder :nta the
.ar as _ fart. He ayund it diff.rult _NE st.
Mend . eight tdays days Lae]: had
o believe that Brita.e. and France
he not, believed that-Russia wa.Purge
Trials
Start
eould fight to-protect Poland.
militarily impotent
Stalin started his gi eat purge
But he aLsa believed that he
-trials
in
1936. In 107 came Inc
• eile fIght in the wee, veinthe ,seoree teal and
executi.-n of Mar_
Oily

TfttIrT)AY — A TTTT

Stalin Era
Played Part

191C.

'RAISE PRICES!' IS THE CRY OVER SPILLED MILK

WWII

Read

10-TEAR-OLD Da%id Kefauver,
tr-b, Senator Estes Kefauver.
Democratie preaidential aspirant, holds a HAgatia- 44•44#4 45. aecepted in Washington um beiialt of eas father. It is a alit of
the
Gasoline Retailers aasorestion of New Hampanire. and
goes to the
t:efaaesis Tcrineaset trent
(bi(e ,eufhonnf Zottnclphoio)

ITALY'S TV QUIZ WHIZ

0601/17Y

-

Classifieds

A
DAIRY "STRIKERS" at the Kuhlman . farm
near Armada, Much, pour out Milk rather than have
it
sour or take it to Detroit to sell.
Standing by are dairy farmers Alex Zebdian and Jack Traub,
who dumped their milk previously.
Dairy farmers are trying to get prices raised. alaterriatiois
ali

PURE FRESH

se„
ir GROUND BEEF3ibs.89c

„W
ait

LEAN MEATY BOSTON BUTT

FROSTY MORN ALL MEA
T — Cello Pkg.

Pork ROAST

lb .35c Skinless Weiners lb. 39c

SMOKED SHORT SHANK—No Charge
For Slicing

HAMS

Half or Whole

GROUND BEEF

I

MORRELL FAMOUS Fully Mature
Corn Fed Beef

lb. 39c Chuck Roast

New Texas Yellow

Temt

12-oz. can

99c

Field

Flour - 10 lbs. 98c

Sunnybrook Yellow

Johnson

\ \\
ef
6.04
SHE'S THE NEW RAGE in Italy's TV quiz
industry. platinum
blur.de Paola &Augment py-smase.
shown In Runte with gels
master Mike Bongiumo. Paola. IS
and a high school student,
ran up through the 2,51.10.000 lira
level on quest.ons about soccer,
very popular in Italy. She's shawa
about to try for 5,000.000
bra, which adde up to aS,:00.
(fIslernaf usual Sean lphotoi.
- MINNINNIE1.11E111•11MNIMIIIIMS

Down
Concord Way
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Red Label

25c
WAXTEX

Corn Starch

15c

Free ridesfor the children

Twenty Mule
Team

19c

24c

Flavorkist

Crackers
1-Lb. Box

19c

rd

LAYS
Rinkles
Potato Chips

25c
C..15

•Caf

61 2-0Z.

10t

NABISCO
Ritz
1-113.

35c
HEINZ
Baby Food
3 Cans

29c

15c
1-2 gal. - 29c
qt. - - - -

WILSON
ill

5 oz 29c

regular price of 12 oz. can

Dried Beef

19c

ocj

35c

20e

Pigs Feet

MACARONI 22-oz.
SPAGHETTI 22-oz.

19c
19c

DIAMOND
TONY
NAPKINS Dog Food
2

FOR

3

fi

Ham Salmi

20c OFF

Twenty Mule Team BORAXO

SKINNER-

Oyster Hot

25c

CASH SAVING!

SPECIAL PRICE
INCLUDES ID( OFF

Paramount

CATSUP
14-oz. ----

Hey Kids!
The Swift's Merry-Go-Round Will Be
Here Friday, April 6
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

BORAX

WAX
PAPER

ARGO

AIRTIGHT
MOISTURE PROOF

Raggee

eung ta,
Flu'll ale ritgarnery. who ha
I •,r. r tar . h- ,-. alt- 1 a .few
weeks
,r'•-iir,2..! ii 7t borne now.
W= a pe 'hat
Lovins is imNine a.ser Hei is ger" ,lappre
ciae.%. re the man who have callee
.. n arm eet.nlieh:s aihut-'.e (fay!
Come in and see the new
M -are yea N,ale leivins an-.
Cadillac
Aluminum
c! Di tr• it spent the. rasp,
Boats
that outperformed 12 lead- •--,-,-4.7. --• aelteway
a-, e !;..an• achcolshave beer
ing makes in 6 ways in ineres cf tn oiti __Attila/N. _--tbe--gau:
dependertt -refits.
week
r
. The 'Grand Ole Op:y", at
,rd
was a howling sa
* * *
Saturday
Hsrn
set-Jot' piss. alL, Alumn
Also see the Buccaneer RanTe t we:e well attended are
Outboard Motors made ereeyed
Lar -ran..r. s grade- ctie/dten are
by Gale Products, a Div.
e- at is atrit to :Grave Higl
of Outboard, Marine and 'Sanool TeesdAy to see the caller
Mfg. Co., the lar gest play. -IC mg Midas and Golder
manufacturer of outboard Touch- -ivday evening the sem,.
play was well attended
motors in the country.
Saturday evening Linus Sake
elLad- eandtinsiretball -teams -wer.
h
wth
banquet. at Hurl* * *
er;
Him n Sahoal by the Home
C:oi Areund seventy ail
• • a, e .naieding the, teatr.s. teasa
FOR ALL YOUR
aatante board membete
HARDWARE NEEDS
nker of the evening. ali
S.
4?1,
, f'S from Grove Hair
SEE US
e.
trtr. All enjoyed the de
h
- --oeked food and in
t"mal sw.riat ton.
in
d
's err additen of
• y He r araI G;
under ta,
r
Mt.!
, Fleys fdcae:
•.r.d a'.
Rainey Lovins If
a• me,r
uld put in a Bark a,
lernev.e. cur ;elle village would a,
'quite complete
We haVe 'three churches no,
.ece the Una d Pentecostal chu;
I. is completed.
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KARO
11 2-Lb.

Rlmon
Cleanser

Giant Economy Size

Bananas 2 lbs. 25c Cheese - 2 lbs. 59c Sih erdust - - 65c
Grapefruit - - 5c Mariann' e 1k1$ Glo-Coat - qt. 88c
Florida Seedless - Med. Size

vacuum
trasasiss
is;bast

(
Lb)

Gold Medal Plain

Onions - 3 lbs. 19c Lunch Meat
Fancy Golden

29c

Fire
s; cu;

35c

9-oz. Jar

25c
Beef Stripe
11-oz. Can

FOR

25c

29c 25c

Ota

DOUGLASS

RKE

HARDWARE

LOT

,

F PARKING SPACE

••

Friendly Courteous Service
,
_
--=—

• eeeea-ee-eaezee.e.........Acaleeam....ai.".- a.
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Food
Market
0

Phone 1061

